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Congress OKs
abortion bill
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Legislation to ban certain lateterm abortions is headed for
the White House and a
threatened veto as congressional Republicans present
President Clinton with a difficult
election-year choice.
The measure gained final
approval Wednesday night on a
House vote of 286-129, a lopsided majority that testified to
bipartisan opposition to a procedure dubbed "partial-birth
abortion" by its foes.
At the same time, abortion
rights supporters made clear
they want the veto the White
House has previously
threatened.

Officers still
in standoff with
Montana group
HELENA, Mont. (AP) — The
"freemen" live in a world of
their own.
They formed their own shadow government, refuse to pay
taxes and believe they are the
chosen people, independent of
any established authority.
Their standoff with federal
agents moved into a fourth day
at a sprawling wheat and sheep
farm outside Jordan.
Two freemen leaders LeRoy
Schweitzer and Daniel
Petersen Jr., were arrested
Monday by the FBI, which is
urging about a dozen others to
surrender peaceably even as
more than 100 rifle-toting federal agents dot the surrounding
countryside.
The arrests came a day after
Schweitzer outlined a plan to
kidnap local government officials during a weekend meeting
at the freemen's compound,
ABC reported.
WEATHER
Tonight...Cloudy with rain
likely early. Cloudy after midnight. Low around 40.
Friday...Partly sunny. High
60 to 65.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. 355.5,+0.3/49*
BARKLE Y. 355.6,+0.3/50*
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By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A conservation agency is floating some trial balloons of its own
regarding possibly taking over
the management of TVA's Land
Between the Lakes.
"There's a possibility that we
could manage LBL, but there are
a lot of hoops that those of us
who might have a role would
have to jump through," said Jim
Aldrich, director of the Kentucky
Nature Conservancy based in
Lexington.
Aldrich said he was approached by several conservancy members in western Kentucky and
members of the Concept Zero
Task Force about taking on the
project.

Concept Zero was developed
by a coalition of citizens in
response to five concepts proposed by TVA officials regarding
the future operation of the
preserve.
Those five concepts range from
private land leases to the creation
of a theme park, resorts and a
golf course.
Concept Zero calls for management of LBL to be transferred to
a non-profit organization. It also
seeks for LBL to remain a
170,000-acre wilderness with 300
miles of shoreline offering hiking, biking, wildlife viewing,
camping, hunting, fishing and
other forms of outdoor recreation.
III See Page-2
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LUNCH BUDDIES: East Elementary fifth grader Aaron Mayo interrupts his lunch to look through the
magnifier Al Andrews of Printing Services brought during Wednesday's Lunch Buddies program. Area
professionals visited the school and answered questions about jobs and goal setting.

Residents
to get new
911 addresses

Teens may have to
wait for licenses
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

According to 911 Coordinator
Ed Pavlick, county residents will
receive their new 911 addresses
April 16 in the mail.
The addresses will replace the
current rural route and box ntimbers, but residents will have one
year to use either the old or new
addresses for mail deliveries to
give them time to make the
changeover.
Residents receiving mail at
post office boxes may continue to
do so.
While the Enhanced 911 system will not be fully in service
until later in the year, residents
should put up their new house
numbers now.
These numbers reflect measurements from main intersections and are essential to the

JIM MAHANES/tedger & Times photo
First District congressional candidate Dennis Null, center, plays
pinochle Wednesday at the Senior Citizens Center. Joining him are,
pictured clockwise, Randall Patterson, Edith Thompson, Violet Johnson and Modena Outland.

• See Page 2

phone calls from the emergenLy
room telling parents to come to
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --It the hospital.
‘‘TI•cll
a terrible, terrible
The long wait youngsters ha‘c td
phone call to make," Crasc said.
get their driver's license may
The bill passed by the Senate
soon be even longer.
— only Sen. Paul Herron, I)• The Senate voted Wednesday
Henderson voted against it to impose a 180-day waiting perdiffers substantially from the veriod between obtaining a learner's
permit and taking a license exam. sion adopted in the House.
While the House had a 90-day
The current waiting period is 30
waiting
period, it also had a curdays.
few to prohibit new licensed driv"We're approaching the killing season," said Sen. James ers from driving from midnight to
Crase, a Somerset Republican 6 a.m. until the age of 18.
and physician.
Sen. Kim Nelson, D With proms and parties at the
Madisonville, the chairman-daf the
end of the school year, young
Senate Transportation Commitdrivers take to the roads and
tee, refused to have the bill called
sometimes die there, Crase said.
for consideration in the Senate
Crase said he has received the
until Crase promised he would
dreaded middle-of-the-night
not seek to have a curfew amendphone call of a parent learning of
ment included.
an accident involving their child.
And he has had to make tele- • See Page 2

House passes
health care bill

MPD gets
COPS grant

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The House steered toward a collision with the Senate by passing a
bill to wipe out much of Kentucky's 2-year-old system of
health care regulation and
coverage.
The Senate has already passed
a bill that would preserve most
key features of the health law.
Opponents of the House version said it amounted to a retreat
from the intent to protect people
from the whims and wiles of
health insurance companies.
"Let's hope they don't get old
or get sick because we are taking
away their protections," Rep.
Jack Coleman, D-Burgin, said
Wednesday night.
But proponents said the House
plan would eliminate portions of
the health law responsible for rising health insurance premiums
and an exodus of insurers that
stopped writing health plans in
Kentucky.
Minority Floor Leader Danny
Ford of Mount Vernon said the
bill represented a bipartisan
approach to offer relief to people
hurt by the law.
The bill was pieced together
Tuesday by the House Health and
Welfare Committee. In a crucial
51-48 vote, the House scrapped
the Senate health version and

•

attached the committee plan. The
bill eventually passed 69-30
when the debate was cut off after
four hours. Democrats were split
on the House version while every
Republican voted for it.
Supporters of the current law
said the House proposal would
drive up health insurance rates
for the elderly and people with
medical problems while offering
no guarantees that rates would
drop for others.
They said legislators were
bowing to the powerful insurance
industry by discarding the law's
insurance changes without giving
them time to work.
Rep. Joe Clarke said insurance
companies had shaped the debate
by waging a high-priced advertising campaign aimed at dismantling the law.
"This campaign that the insurance companies engaged in is
brilliant, it has worked like a
charm, but it is a fraud," said
Clarke, D-Danville. "They spent
millions of dollars scaring the
public to death."
Clarke said it was absurd to
blame the law's insurance
changes for the sharply higher
insurance premiums shouldered
by many people.
But critics of the health law
said that while it helped sick peoII See Pap 2

The Murray Police Department
will share in more than $179,0(X)
coming to Kentucky in federal
funds from the Dcparment of
Justice.
The money from the COPSMORE program is designed to
put 17 more officers on the
streets of Kentucky, according to
a press release from Sen. Wendell
Ford's office.

Associated Press photo
FIREWORKS: Volunteers and staff watch the fireworks light up
the sky over Atlanta's Fulton County Stadium Wednesday night as
workers prepared for the opening and closing Olympic ceremonies.

The program's goal is to
increase the number of uniform
officers patroling the streets by
100,000 across the country.
MPD will receive $23,000
from the program. Under the
terms of the grant, MPD can use
the funds in a number of ways.
The money can be used for hiring more officers, purchasing
equipment or paying overtime,
"as long as more officers arc put
on the streets as a result," the
release said.
MPD Chief David Smith said
the department will use the
money locally to pay officers
overtime.
"With this money we can do
things like increase the foot patrols like we had last summer,"
Smith said. "Some of those officers did that voluntarily and we'd
• See Page 2
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FROM PAGE 1
emergency services trying to find
them.
Assigned house numbers are to
be a minimum of 3 inches in
height and must be visible to
emergency services from the
house each house/business is
addressed on.
If your mailbox stands alone in
front of your house, you may put
your number on the box. If it
does not, you are to put your
number on your house.
If your house sits too far from
the road for the number to be
seen clearly, then a small sign
should be placed somewhere near
the road.
If you are unable to put up
your own numbers or to have
someone put them up for you, the
Murray Lions Club has volunteered to do it for you. Please
contact the 911 office at
759-9143.
Road name signs have been in
position for two to three months
and the new addresses are now in
the computers of the U.S. Postal
Service, the phone companies and
the county.
According to Paylick, the system is designed for your safety
and has taken many months of
hard work. It will work only with
your help. Please put up the new
numbers so the emergency services can immediately begin to
use them to locate you.

SUBSCRIBE

FROM PAGE 1
While the task force suppons
less development within LBL, it
advocates more development in
the areas surrounding the refuge.
In comments today before the
House Appropriations subcommittee on energy and water development, TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell said TVA is reviewing
proposals to make LBL self sufficient by 2((X).
Crowell's comments were

Calloway man
arrested by KSP
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Kentucky State Police was
assited by the Calloway County
Sheriffs Depanment in arresting
a man in the Lynn Grove area
Wednesday for burglary.
According to a KSP press
release, Cleston Cannon was
arrested after KSP and sheriff's
officials served a search warrant
at his residence.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott said KSP contacted his
office and said they had received
information about Cannon and
obtained a search warrant of the
residence from Calloway County
Attorney Daivid Harrington.
The search yielded numerous
guns and other items that had
been reported stolen from Larry
Larue in Graves County, according to KSP.
Cannon faces a felony charge
of first-degree burglary and is
lodged in the Graves County Jail.
He is being held on a $5,(X)0 cash
bond.

made as he outlined the power
agency's fiscal 1997 budget
request.
"I think LBL is a great area
and the conservancy does a good
job managing areas such as this,"
Aldnch said.
Paul Yambert, who is a member of the Concept Zero 'Task
Force, has been a member of the
conservancy since the late 1950s.
"It is one of the oldest and
most mature organizations," he
said. "This is a very complex
issue and at this point it is a little
premature (to discuss details)..."
Aldrich pointed out that if
there is an outcry from the public
not wanting the conservancy to
get involved, then the plan will
be dead.
"This is in the exploratory
stage," he said. "It is too early to
say what the response will be. It
is absolutely critical to have the
support of the community in
order to succeed. If there is an
upswell of resistance, we will
drop it."
Aldrich, who said he is familiar with LBL, advocates no development within the preserve.
"There was a promise made by
TVA to the former landowners
and they were told LBL would
not be developed," Aldrich said.
"That promise would be kept if
the Nature Conservancy managed
it."
Aldrich said he would also be
an advocate for setting the elk
free and letting them roam
throughout LBL rather than being
kept in a pen.
"The other activities such as
hunting and fishing would continue," he said.
Although he has not had an
opportunity to talk with TVA
officials, Aldrich said at this

•Health...

point he is more interested in the
response from the local
communities.
"Without the consensus of the
local communities, we wouldn't
proceed with this," he said. "We
are simply testing the waters. If
the response is favorable, then it
is important that U.S. Sen Mitch
McConnell and U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield be favorable.
"If they are in agreement, then
we would need to seek approval
from the state trustees," he said.
"It is still not clear whether I
would need approval from the
national board of governors."
Aldrich said the conservancy
takes a different approach compared to other groups.
"We are more business-like
and non-confrontational," he said.
"We try to work with local communities and develop partnerships. While we are not as well
known as some radical groups,
we let our actions speak for us."
The conservancy has about
7,000 Kentucky members and
more than 800,0(X) members in
the United States.
"Our biggest project has been
Gray Ranch, which consists of
350,000 acres in New Mexico,"
Aldrich said. "We also were
instrumental in helping Murray
State University obtain Murphy's
Pond."
The conservancy also owns
Mantle Rock in Livingston
County.
"LBL is unique," Aldrich said.
"It is a phenomenal area with
large land acreage, but the native
ecosystems haven't been well
managed."

II Teens...
FROM PAGE 1

DOWNTOWN
MURRAY

The Senate bill has the curfew
for drivers on learner's permits.
Crase won approval of an
amendment that would let authorities suspend the license of drivers under the age of 18 if they
accumulate six penalty points for
moving violations.
"There has to be a hammer,"
Crase said. "The funerals won't
do it, but the loss of that license
will do it."
The bill will be sent back to
the House for it to consider the
Senate changes. If the House
accepts them, the bill will be sent
along to Gov. Paul Patton.

Spring Break
'96!

FROM PAGE 1
pie get insurance, it caused disruptions for many others. They
blamed it for making health
insurance too expensive for some
people — especially young adults
— and for reducing choices for
people shopping for health benefit plans.
They said the 1994 law gave
government too much influence
over a health care system better
left to the private sector, with
some regulation.
"It took my decision-making
away from me as a consumer and
gave it to the government," said
Rep. Jim Gooch, D-Providence.
Gooch said the House version
would retain insurance changes
allowing people to take their
insurance coverage from job to
job, and limit the time insurers
could deny coverage based on a
"pre-existing condition."
He said it would eliminate a
rate-setting formula that had
caused the rise in insurance premiums. But defenders of the
health law said that formula
shielded medically high-risk people from excessive insurance
rates.

The House defeated an amendment that sought to prohibit
insurance companies from using
health MAWS as a factor in setting
premiums.
"This gives some protection
from cherry picking," said Rep.
Mike Bowling, D-Middlesboro,
who offered the amendment.
The amendment also would
have prevented the return to wide
variations in premiums among
people covered by the same
insurance policies.
A key feature of the House
plan would create a pool to offer
health coverage to medically
high-risk people. Initial premiums would be 35 percent higher than standard rates for similar
coverage and could rise slightly
more.
Opponents said the coverage
would be unaffordable for many
people, and would prompt insurance companies to raise rates for
other policyholders to make up
for the expense of covering highrisk people.
But Rep. Ernest Fletcher, RLexington, said medically highrisk people would have access to
the same health coverage as
healthy people.
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FROM PAGE 1
like to be able to pay them for it
this year."
Smith said the presence of the
foot patrols made a great impact
last summer in various areas
around the city including Main
Street near Highway 641 and the
North Douglass area.
Along with the federal money
the department will receive, the
city will proportionally match it,
according to-Don Elias.
"When we applied for these'
funds, we asked for $30,000. We
said we could match that with
$22,000 of local funds." Elias
said. "Since (Murray) didn't get
the full amount, we're not sure
what we will match. We should
receive all the paperwork back in
a couple of days."
Of the nine agencies' who will
receive the funds, other area
agencies include Graves County

which will get $8,100. Morehead
State University also applied for
the funds and will receive
$20,379 from the COPS-MORE
program.
Smith said the department
hired an additional officer
through a similar federal program
last year called COPS-FAST.
"We were able to put an additional officer on patrol last year
through that program, so we
thought we _should use this
money for overtime pay," Smith
said.
In the press release, Ford said
the federal money coming to the
state will be "money well spent."
"We've been very fortunate in
the state to have received over
$10 million through the COPS
programs to light crime in our
communities," Ford said. "I'm
pleased this latest round of funding will continue benefitting our
citizens."
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Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild holds exhibition
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The Graves County High School
Art Club will hold their spring
exhibition at the Mayfield/Graves
County An Guild. This is a great
opportunity to showcase the talent
of some of our local young artists.
The students' works were well
received in the regional high school
an competition held recently at
Murray State University, winning
Best of Show, among other prizes.
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For additional inlonnation call
the Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild at 247-6971. The guild's
address is 121 W. Broadway, P.O.
Box 5132, Mayfield KY 42066.
All services, programs, and activities of the Mayfield/Graves

Jack Goodwin, art instructor at
G.C.H.S. and one of the founding
directors of the Art Guild, will
oversee the exhibit along with Dana
Heath, the guild's youth director.
The exhibit opens March 19 and
continues through April 13. Ever one is invited to the opening recep
lion to be held Sunday, March 24,
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Jennifer Lewis of Murray rehearses the lead role In "Things That Go Bump in
The Night" Southwest Elementary School will host the Jackson Purchase
Dance Co. on March 30 at 7 p.m.

Timothy Hudson
to give recital
Timothy Hudson, guest artist,
will present a solo trumpet recital at
Murray State University on April 4.
Sponsored by the MSU department
of music, the performance will be
held in the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center on campus.
Hudson will perform a variety of
traditional and contemporary repertoire within the program. Also performing on the trumpet will be John
Schlabach, assistant professor of
music at Murray State.
Hudson is currently teaching at
the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville and performing as principal trumpet in the Knoxville Symphony Orchestra. One of the world's
foremost conductors, he has given
numerous master classes and solo
recitals at universities and high
schools throughout the country.
Hudson will present a master class

for MSU music students during his
residency. He recently completed a
tour of New Zealand as a founding
member of the Canterbury Brass
Quintet.
During the 1991-92 school year,
Hudson was the primary trumpet
instructor at the Crane School of
Music, where he received the Most
Outstanding Faculty Member"
award for the State University of
New York at Potsdam.
Hudson earned degrees from the
New England Conservatory of
Music and the University of North
Carolina at Greeensboro. He is a
candidate for a doctoral degree in
music at Indiana University.
The recital is free and open to the
public. For more information concerning this event, please contact
John Schlabach at(502) 762-6337.

Art Guild are open to
interested individuals without regard to age, sex, raLe, nauon,d
origin, color, religion, or disabilit
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Faculty Recital set for March 31
Kay Gardner Bates, mezzo-soprano, and Marie Taylor, pianist
will be presenting a Faculty Recital
Sunday, March 31, at 3:30 p.m. in
the Farrell Recital Hall,Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building, Murray State
University.
Susan Kane, soprano, Dr. Pam
Wurgler, soprano, and Dr. Randall
Black, tenor will be assisting on the
program. The recital is an all sacred,
classical concert and will include
solo works by Leonard Bernstein,
Ralph Vaughan Williams, David
Guion, a collection of poems by
black poet, Owen Dodson set to
music by Robert Fleming entitled
The Confession Stone (Songs of
Mary), and will conclude with three
spirituals.
The program will also include
duets from Bach's Magnificat, Vivaldi's Gloria,Rossini's Stabat Mater,
and trios from Bach's Magnificat,
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• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Sponsored by:

Shell

Peter Cottontail's On
His Way...
• New Spring Merchandise
• 15% Cash Discount On All
Prescriptions
• PCS • Medimet
• Paid State Aid • BC-BS

Marie Taylor & Kay Gardner Bates

HOLLAND DRUG

Mendelssohn's Elijah and Das
grosse Halleluja by Franz Schubert.
The concert is free and open- to the
public.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
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Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games

In England, Germany and other countries children roll Easter eggs
against one another or down a hill. The egg that stays uncracked

Double Bingo Pays

* $1000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)

60%, 75% and 90%

$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine CLub

longest is the winner.

Kopperud Realty's Showcase of Homes
#1 in Murray-Calloway Co.

ARCHITECTURAL MASTERPIECE! Describes
this 4 bedroom, 3 bath Federalist design home
featuring cherry and walnut hardwood floo ,
large kitchen and family dining,2 firepla , rge
lot and many other features. Walk to golf course.
Phone 753-1222.

COLONIAL STYLI...! Gii beautiful Olive Boulevard
near MSU campus. Recently redecorated brick
home features 5 bedrooms,4 baths and over 3,300
sq. ft. of living area. $169,500.

711
Main St.

753-1222

753-1222
A HOME FOR ALL REASONS!Is this outstanding
3 BR,2 BA brick home w/all city utilities. 3,000 sq.
ft. UR, professional decor, formal DR, custom
drapes throughout. Great room w/gas logs in FPL.
Master BA has jacuzzi & shower stall. Large sunny
kitchen w/breakfast area. $167,000.

TRULY GRACIOUS! Describes this country home
w/four bedrooms,2.5 baths and large wooded lot.
Beautifully maintained and landscaped, this custom-built home features cherry kitchen cabinets,
spacious roomsand a 60ft. deck. Priced at $129,500.

4.
OFI SAI E

DESIGNER CUSTOM! Describes this quality-built
home with 4 bedrooms and 3 baths. Beautifully
decorated and landscaped. impressive 10 ft. ceilings and hardwood floors, huge master suite, expansive back deck. Adjacent lot available.

HAVE T1 IE LAKE & QUALITY TOO! The custom
features in this lake area home include large open
floor plan, two fireplaces, gourmet kitchen, Peachtree windows, 4 walk-in closets, 5 bedrooms, 4
baths, and walk-out finished basement

c:=1

homes FOR Livtnc.

111•1=116.411=1\41111

Phone 753-1222 or stop by our office at 711 Main St. for your complimentary copy of our new
Kopperud Realty HOMES FOR LIVING MAGAZINE.It features 64 of Murray and Calloway
County's finest homes and it's just out this week!

LOCATION! LOCATION! LOCATION! Good
neighborhood and close to shopping, this 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on Dudley offers many recent
updates and many great features for comfortable
living. $102,750.

DESIGNEDTOINVITE TI 1E OUTDOORS IN!This
Gatesborough home offers the best of both worlds
with an enjoyable screened porch and outdoors
area featuring a hot tub. The spacious living areas
on the inside also allow for gracious living in this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home. $132,900.

A HOME TO MATCH YOUR LIFESTYLE!4 /His,
BAs, great room, formal DR w/hardwood floors,
separate master BR wing w/luxurious master
suite, Jacuzzi, double basin vanities, and a grams
BR with its own private bath. This new home has it
all.

GREAT LOCATION on Oaks Country Club Rd.
just south of Oaks Country Club. This 4 bedroom,2
bath home features over 2,000 sq. ft. of comfortable
living plus new roof and upstairs heating and air
system. $137,900.

•

A GOOD BUY- HERE'S WHY!This3 BR,1 BA hasa
lot to offer the single buyer, empty nesters, or the
young family. Spacious rooms, good neighborhood, and timely maintenance make this a good
buy at $69,900.

LIVE AND EARN!Charming 3-4-5 bedroom home
near Murray Middle School and MCC Hospital.
Home has been beautifully redecorated. One bedroom garage apartment means extra income for its
owner. Both offered at $107,000.

COMFORTABLE - RENT BEATER! Neat two
bedroom brick with central heat and air. Features
large eat-in kitchen. Hard-to-find home priced in
the $50's.

•••••■••med.111011111111.4104".......-•••.- — •
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ZONED B-3, BUSINESS!Older two bedroom home
close to downtown. has been a rental, could be a
business or a starter home. Priced to sell at $35,000
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Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

WASHINGTON TODAY

Bob Dole faces
tricky decision
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer

4

Two senators and a quest

WASHINGTON (AP) — "Every country needs a president,"
Bob Dole once replied when asked why he was running. And now
he faces a similar proposition: Every presidential candidate needs a
.fling m:Itc
Prt-habi:. no ,Itt, knows better than Dole how disastrous a bad
7 man in 1976, he came
Pre,ident For! ,
3• ri,1311
d . a hatchet mai, -- and a drag on the ticket.
mtr. ho It)kct — I went for the jugular — my own."
rats ran commercial, showing Dole's picture and sayknow that four to the last six vice presidents have
i.
up being president, who would you like to see a heartbeat
•,:v from the presidency? Hmmm?"
If anything. the choice seems more critical than usual this time
around.
Dole's age -- he is 72 and, if elected, would be the oldest new
president in history — will force voters to look at his running mate
as a possible occupant of the Oval Office. Moreover, the running
mate will have a greater likelihood than most to head the ticket in
four or eight years.
So the decision may be the most important Dole makes between
now and Election Day. How he makes it is important, too.
The nominee Gould be hurt by a process that turns the selection
into a beauty contest, or humiliates the also-rans, or makes the candidate seem indecisive or the prisoner of one or another wing of the
party. It's a minefield, and Pat Buchanan has been seeding it by
suggesting he'll walk out if Dole chooses someone who supports
abortion rights.
It's a character test, too, and it could run all spring and into the
summer with the whole nation watching.
In an interview Tuesday, Dole said that he hasn't thought seriously yet about picking a running mate. He said it was unlikely but
he could make a choice before the Republican convention in
August.
Paul Light, author of a book about the vice presidency, says Dole
needs "someone with a little bit of sizile, the unexpected."
Michael Nelson, who wrote a Twentieth Centuu Fund report on
the vice presidency, also thinks Dole must be "bold" — a word
that keeps cropping up and that could translate into choosing
retired Gen. Colin Powell, a black, or New Jersey Gov. Christie
Whitman, a woman.
The selection of either, however, would have risked a walkout by
anti-abortion forces — and would call attention for the duration of
lie campaign to the differences between Dole and his running
mate. But on Wednesday Whitman said she was taking herself out
of the running, telling Dole she wanted to remain governor of New
Jersey.
Presidential nominees used to look for "balance" — someone
from a different region, generation and outlook. Often, No. 2 was
chosen to appease backers of the presidential nominee's chief
opysment.
The national, televised nature of ,:tonp:tigning has changed
everything. Bill Clinton could ignore the rules and pick Al Gore,
trom his region and age group and not far away ideologically.
Nowadays, taking a running mate who ditfers from the candidate
on tht. issues is risky — the press will harp on it and so will the
opposition party. The country also wants competence in its vice presidents. Gone
the days when no one even knew the name of the running mate
cii t,1 the itiL. umIsent vice president. On the day in 1945 that
I). P00.,:‘ it Ited, a question asked all over the country
tti;
president.'
or a Sate choice, Dole could pick a male Republican governor.
iiumber of them are talked about Such a choice would underre his theme that he wants to transfer power from Washington to
the states.
"I have a pretty good idea about what I want to do," Dole said a
few days ago. "Obviously it will be a younger person, somebody
who's in good health. That's the key factor."
For all the pitfalls, it is doubtful that any running mate can help
a lot. Lyndon Johnson may have helped John F. Kennedy carry
Texas in 1960; if so, that was probably the last _lime No. 2 was
deciisive in a single, crucial state. Michael DukakiT could not carry
Texas even with Texan Lloyd Bentsen in 1988.
The most the veep choice can contribute is 1 or 2 percent of a
winning candidate's margin, Light says.
Ruth Mandel, director of the Center for the American Woman
and Politics at Rutgers University, said post-election analysis in
1984 provided evidence that Walter Mondale's selection of a
woman, then-Rep. Geraldine Ferraro of New York, "actually
helped the ticket a couple of percentage points."
Maybe so, but the Twentieth Century Fund report said Mondale
looked weak in the way he selected Ferraro, because threats of a
walkout by feminists compelled him to pick a woman:

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed WhWitld
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

WASHINGTON (AP) — Never was there a more classic case
of a presidential front-runner
undone than that of Edmund S.
Muskie, the Democrat who
looked like a sure thing — until
he ran.
Ironically, while Muskie's fall
is remembered in farewell
salutes, a Republican who led the
field, as he did, and stumbled just
as swiftly, stands atop his party,
the White House nominee in
waiting.
Sen. Bob Dole managed the
feat Muskie could not, proving
that there is a way back to the
top, even for a politician who has
been there and fallen.
Actually, Dole suffered more
embarrassing early setbacks than
Muskie in the initial contests of
1996. He lost outright where
Muskie won the first of the primaries of 1972. But Muskie's
standing slipped for lack of a
majority in New Hampshire. Dole
lost outright to Pat Buchanan,
and it got worse — he lost two
more primaries to Steve Forbes,
and was front-runner no more.
But while Muskie's 1972
strength eroded, Dole's was in
reserve. He changed campaign
advisers, the competition moved
into states where he had supporters with organizational strength
and he not only came back from
defeat, he swept the rest of the
GOP field away.
He'd won 25 states in a row,
crowned by California. on Tuesday, when he declared, redundantly: "I am the Republican
nominee."
In 1972, Muskie hung on until

PERSPECFIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
over Republican resorts to fear.
But as a campaigner in his own
cause, he tended to talk like a
senator, offering lengthy, intricate discourses on the reasons for
action, to the dismay of image
advisors who wanted him to give
a quotable summary of what he
proposed to do.
And in Senate eulogies after
his death at 81, the descriptions
of Muskie and his style sounded
not unlike things said of Dole in
this campaign, at times not only
of, but by, Dole.
He was called a model of what
a senator should be. "He was a
man who got things done," said
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C., a
legislator with a grasp on the
intricacies of the task.
"He was a senators' senator,"
said Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass.
In the crowded Democratic primaries of 1972, Muskie tried to
run as a man of the center — his
own description — while the vote
was being carved away by candidates to his left and to his right.
Dole had faced something like
that-with Buchanan coming from
the right — now the only rival
remaining although he concedes
the nomination to the Kansas
senator — and Forbes waging his

the Democratic convention before
confessing the obvious, and
ending his long-dormant
candidacy.
A different kind of competition, differing strategies, the
compressed schedule of primary
elections were among the reasons
Dole was able to rise again as
front-runner. Muskie never could.
He was an active candidate for
only six weeks in 1972, dropping
from primary competition
although he did not withdraw
outright and endorse Sen. George
McGovern until the convention
that summer.
Muskie, like Dole, was the
pollsters' favorite, the . name
everybody knew and, it seemed at
first, the consensus candidate.
Their initial strategies were not
dissimilar — compete everywhere as national candidates
instead of picking target states,
reap endorsements from governors, senators and party leaders,
emphasize trust and proven
performance.
Indeed, Muskie, senator from
Maine, vaulted to national prominence as vice presidential nominee in 1%8 and as a leading party spokesman in the 1970 campaign, urging voters to choose the
Democrats' "politics of trust"

negative television advertising
barrage.
When Muskie was running, his
critics said his campaign had no
theme, no blueprint for the
'future, only a slogan, "Trust
Muskie."
Just as Lamar Alexander said
Dole's was a campaign without
new ideas, a Buchanan line, too.
Now all but Buchanan have quit
and endorsed Dole.
In the Senate tributes, there
was only oblique mention of
Muskie's lost campaign. "He had
a temper that verged on the volcanic," said Sen. Joseph R.
Biden Jr., D-Del., "and he was
capable of weeping public tears
over an insult to the wife he
loved."
That was a reference to a New'
Hampshire campaign day Muskie
choked with emotion in denouncing a newspaper article critical of
Mrs. Muskie. Dole has a legendary temper, too, but this campaign he's kept it in check.
In his eulogy, Dole called
Muskie a patriot who made
America better.
A generation ago, the Republican national chairman had
denounced the Maine senator for
"a sorry spectacle ... badmouthing the United States."
The chairman was Bob Dole.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
raise its speed limits after Congress repealed the national standards
last year.
If it is Sen. Preston's purpose to make the legal limit conform to
driving habits, he will have to revisit the issue every time the General Assembly meets.

The Paducah Sun
Excessively low speeds are not a conspicuous problem on Kentucky's highways, but the majority in the state Senate apparently
believes otherwise.
By a 22-15 margin, the senators voted to bump the speed limit
by 5 miles per hour on rural highways throughout the state. That
would set the new maximums at 70 mph on the intcrstates and
parkways and 60 mph on the others.
The sponsor, Sen. John David Preston, Republican of Paintsville,
argued that motorists drive at least that fast anyway, so the new
limits would merely reflect current habits.
That is faulty reasoning, in our opinion. Drivers will respond to a
higher limit by increasing their speed. Through long experience
people know there is a certain margin, at least 5 mph, by which
they can exceed the limit without fear of a ticket, and they will take
it.
The abrupt consideration and vote on the bill, actually an amendment to narrow legislation pertaining only to an urban freeway in
rayette County, left little chance to take the safety issue into
account. There can be no denying that higher speeds contribute to
the number and severity of highway accidents.
We hope the speed limit bill will face the opposition it deserves
in the House. Kentucky would be the first state in the southeast to

The Independent, Ashland
Two years after finally enacting a mandatory seat belt law that
will save the lives of hundreds of Kentuckians involved in vehicle
accidents, the Kentucky General Assembly is about to take a giant
step backwards in the protection of those who ride motorcycles.
A bill to repeal the state's motorcycle helmet law was approved
by the Senate Transportation Committee with only two negative
votes.
Those who oppose the helmet law use the same flawed arguments as those who for more than a decade successfully prevented
Kentucky from enacting a seat belt law.
Ironically, it was the threat of a loss in federal funds that finally
convinced enough legislators to pass the scat belt law. If the
removal of federal penalties results in the demise of the helmet law,
it will send a clear message that legislators don't consider saving
lives and reducing injuries a good enough reason to have a law.

Suicide bombings hit Israel
The widow of Israeli Prime Ministcr Yitzhak Rabin was asked
about the recent rash of suicide
bombings in Israel that produced
more than 60 funerals in a 10-day
period. She chalked the events up to
"fate."
One of the dangers of secularism
is that it does not give a person
sufficient insight to explain what to
a secularist seems unexplainable.
So, Leah Rabin sees the murder of
innocent Israeli citizen s as an unpredictable act of, what? Nature? No,
kismet!
Secularism also gives people
false hopes and false dreams. The
Muslim extremists hate secularists
almost as much as they hate Jews
and Christians. They understand
what their battle is about.
No one suggests the secularists
are not good-hearted, but the hell
Israelis now face has been paved
with nothing except good intentions. Secularists have believed in
the basic goodness of man, though
the Jewish people, of all people.
should know better. Secularists
have falsely believed, in Israel and
in America, that if they do something nice for evil people, then evil
people will reciprocate and either
stop being evil or stop doing evil
things.'This is the ultimate in wishful thinking and denial. And it plays
into the hands of evil.

different way than it's defined by
Israel's enemies. For them peace
begins when not a single Jew is left
in the land.

CAL'S TI IOUGI ITS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
.4

Despite mountains of evidence,
including documents and covenants
in which radical Palestinians and
radical Arabscall for the destruction
of Israel and the killing of Jews,
there are people in high places who
exhibit a faith greater than some
people's faith in God. Incredibly,
they believe that all Israel must do is
to continue to forfeit land taken for
its own security, and if it forfeits
enough, Israel's enemies will be
persuaded as to Israel's good intentions and will let the Jewish people
live in peace. It is as crazy as the
unilateral-disarmament crowd that
wanted America to throw down its
weapons to persuade the Soviet
Union we meant them no harm.

Like the Palestine Liberation Organization, the radical Hamas terrorist group has a covenant. It runs
34 pages and is a plan not for peace
but for war. Among the revealihg
statements is this one: "Israel will
exist until Islam will obliterate it.

• *4I.....

Our struggle against the Jews is very
great and very serious...The day of
judgment will not come about until
Muslims fight the Jews by killing
the Jews."

Prime Minister Rabin told mc
during one of his Washington visits
shortly before his assassination that
if things go badly during the "land
for peace exchange" with Palestinians,Israel has a number of built-in
safety valves and the process can
either be stopped or reversed. Now
is the time to employ that safety
valve.
A March 6 editorial in The
Jerusalem Post had it right: "There
is, then, no solution except to roll
back the Oslo agreements. This
does not necessarily mean returning
the army to the Arab towns and
villages — although the distasteful
scenes of soldiers chasing rockthrowing youths in Arab towns are
far more palatable than the sights of
carnage in Dizengoff Center(in Tel
Aviv). But it does mean the full
restoration to the Israeli security
Services of complete freedorri .of
action in Judea,Samaria and Gaza."

Or this one: "The PLO is the
closest to the heart of the Hamas. It
contains the father and brother, the
next of kin and the friend. Hamas
stands toward the PLO like the son
toward his father, the brother toward his brother and relative to
relative."
So much for aucmpts by PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat and others
to persuade people that the PLO has
no connection to and is not responsible for Hamas.
Prime Minister Shimon Peres has
declared "war" on Hamas and
vowed to neutralize the terrorists.
Good. But better to destroy the
secularists' faith in a "peace process" that isn't working and the false
hope that defines "peace" in a far

Perhaps such a program could
best be administered by a new prime
minister. The Israeli people will
decide that question in their upcoming national elections in May.
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iiit JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Retired teachers to meet Monday
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, April 1, at noon at Calloway County High School. CCHS Principal Jerry Ainley will greet them in the band room in east end of
the building where parking will be available just outside the building. Lunch will be served in the cafeteria. Larry England, teacher of
Oral Communications, will present a program related to the school's
Media Center. CCRTA President Leroy Eldridge urges all members
to attend and invites prospective members.

Murray Art Guild plans reception

Urquhart and Dozier
wedding on Saturday

TheatireS

Melvina Urquhart and Richard Dozier Jr. will be married Saturday,
March 30, 1996, at 3 p.m. at George We,aks Community Center, 607
Poplar Street, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the Murray Woman's Club
House, Vine and South Seventh Streets, Murray.
Only out-of-state invitations have been sent. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Anna Lois Urquhart, and the
granddaughter of the late Johnny and Lue Ellen (Dooney) Kenley ot
Murray. She is a graduate of Murray High School and attended Grambling State University, Grambling, La.
The groom-elect is the son of Leon and Anita Kelly of Austin, Texas, and the grandson of George L. Johnson Sr. and the late Helena
Johnson of Pittsfield, Maine. He graduated from Taconic High School,
Pittsfield, and attended Grambling State University, Grambling, La.
The couple will reside in Austin, Texas, after their wedding.

Murray Art Guild will begin its seventh annual Juried Exhibition
with a reception on Sunday, March 31, from 1 to 3 p.m. at the guild,
103 North Sixth St. The exhibition will continue through April 17.
The public is invited to attend the reception or to see the exhibition
anytime during opening hours of the guild.

Program Info. Call 753-3314
Matinees Sal. & Sun. Only!!!

Diabolique
R 130 340 705 920
Executive Decision
R 130 355 720 945
Up Close & Personal
PG13 1 -30 355 7W 930

0

Family Olympics here Saturday
Calloway County Family Resource Center will hold a Family
Olympics Saturday, March 30, from 1 to 4 p.m. at Calloway County
High School football field. This is for all families in the Calloway
County school system. Events will include a sack race, water balloon toss, and a paper plate discus toss. Popcorn and drinks will be
provided for the free event. For information call the center at
753-3070.

Project Graduation benefit Saturday
Murray High School Project Graduation will have a benefit fashion show and luncheon on Saturday, March 30, from 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Sporty's. Fashions from D.K. Kelley will be modeled informally and will feature some members of the 19% graduating class.
Door prizes will be given. Tickets are available- at D.K. Kelley,
Sporty's, and Fringe Benefits Hair & Nail Salon, or can be purchased at the door. The community is urged to attend to support this
fund-raising event for the MHS Project Graduation.

Hospital retirees to meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, March 30, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at
Shoncy's. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and
former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640
or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Household shower to be Sunday
A household shower for Rick and Sharon Boggess West, who lost
their home on Flint Church Road by fire in February, will be Sunday, March 31, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Rodin of North
Branch of Peoples Bank. For more information call 759-9429.

Brooks Chapel plans Sunday event
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will have a fellowship meal following the 11 a.m. service on Sunday, March 31. A
love offering for the UMW will be received at the noon event.
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Murray Middle Council will meet
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Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday, April 1, at 4 p.m. in Room 210 of the school. Committee reports will be given and a discussion of the upcoming parent
elections will be on the agenda. The public is invited.
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SAVINGS
Each Monday In April, We Offer You:

•

di

ALPHA DEPARTMENT photo

SUE ALLISON, standing, president of Murray Woman's Club and Kentucky State Child Outreach Chairman, presented a Child Outreach Program at the February meeting of Alpha Department of the club. Pictured,
from left, seated, are Lois Pharris, Edna Gowans and Donna Herndon.

Arnold is state winner
Lisa Arnold, 12, of West Fork
Baptist Church was declared a
state winner at the State Bible
Drill competition held March 22
and 23 at Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly.

She is the daughter of Dale and
Janet Arnold of Rt. 2, Murray.

Matrix & Paiil Mitchell Perms
Includes
Cut & Style

Long Hair &
Special Wraps,
$29.95 & up.

$3.50
306
Ezell Beauty School ;7317421
With This Coupon. Offer not good with other discounts.

Continue Care Home Frearth
invites you

to join us for a

ran,d cepenift9;_
'March.

The drills, set forth by the
Kentucky Baptist Convention,
consisted ot locating books of the
Bible, scripture searching, identifying phrases of verse's, doctrinal drill, and Bible answers.

from

1:30

Arnold had eight seconds to
find and be able to quote the
scripture answers.
Prior to this competition,
Arnold was declared an associational winner for the Blood River
Baptist Association.

$19 95

Hot Oil
Manicures

3:30 pin.

1616 gtighway 121 korth Bypa.c.c
Murray, Kentucky
Refreshments served
Lisa Arnold
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Early Spring Sale
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North Committees will meet
Two committees of North Elementary School Site-based Decision
Making Council will meet Monday, April 1. The Technology Committee will meet at 3:15 p.m. and the Budget Committee at 3:30 p.m.
The public is invited.
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Rent Vow Moms At The

April Shower Ilk

Southwest Committees will meet
Two committees of Southwest Elementary School Site-based
Decision Making Council will meet Monday, April 1. The Language
Arts Committee will meet at 3 p.m. and the Curriculum Committee
at 3:30 p.m. The public is invited.

I
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Recycling effort here Saturday

The Murray State University Campus Connection Center, a division of American Humanics, is in need of volunteers to tutor in all,
high school subjects at Fulton County High, Hickman. Also needed
are volunteers to assist with the "Make a Difference Day" recycling
project Saturday, March 30, from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Stewart parking
lot. To volunteer call Shannon Hall at 762-6117 or 762-3808.

NICVZIL
.
,61

••••

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch Masons will have a Chapterlest Saturday, March 30, at 6 p.m. at the Murray lodge hall on Highway 121 North at Robertson Road. This is a program designed
around the introduction of Blue Lodge Master Masons as to the purposes, pleasures and projects of the chapter. Following the dinner,
an informal, untyled session headed by Grand High Priest Ed Davis,
assisted by Area Coordinator Leonard McCuiston, will be held.
Chapter 92 High Priest Roy Harmon encourages all Masons to
attend, and asks that chapter members bring a dessert to share.

Volunteers are needed

The Birdcage
R 1 -30 400 715 940

I

Chapterfest here Saturday

Residents and businesses are reminded that the Pre-Arbor Day/
Earth Day Recycling effort will be Saturday, March 30, from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at Stewart Stadium Parking Lot. Paper, including newspapers, magazines, phone books, catalogs, junk mail, office paper
(including shredded paper) and any type of clean, dry panel board
and cardboard will be collected along with plastics and clear glass.
W.A.T.C.H. will be present to collect aluminum cans.

Homeward Bound 2
G 130 3- 25 70E 9

CLAUDIA HARTSFIELD was chosen as Youth of the Month for
February at Greater Hope Baptist
Church. The award Is given for
Sunday School and church attendance, weekly activities, conduct
and participation. A sixth grade
student at Murray Middle School,
she is the daughter of Ms. Lottle
Jean Hartsfield.

Peppermilk
sourmet
Gourmet Coffee -I- Fresh Chet- ,.s -I- Kitchenware
Dinnerware -I- Culinary Accessories -1- Uniquely Traditional
Gifts -I- Gourmet Gift Baskets -1- Bridal Registry

'Peppermill's...always in good taste"
928 S. 12th St., Murray • 753-5679
126 Market !louse Sq., Paducah • 442-0410

All
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All
Lingerie &
Foundations
By Playtex &
Vanity Fair

20%

Use Bright's Charge

Off
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Sportswear
Coordinates
Alfred Dunner,
Koret
Jones New • York

1/4-1/3 off
Layaway
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Graves gets play part

-Come See Our New 0"11
8.

kr-t4
WEA

'PRIMITIVE LOOK'
Window Frames MI Benches IN Doors
Cupboards MI Chairs MI Tables
Baskets In New Herbed Wreaths
Our Barn Is Full!
OPEN THIS WEEK: WED.-SAT. II-3, SUN. 1-3

By Way of the Grapevine
121 South to Old Salem

Rd.
—

MARCH 28, 1996

40
1
44
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DANVILLE — David Graves
of Murray will appear in a student drama production, "A Delicate Cycle," March 28-30 at
Centre College.'
The full-length, three-act pia)
was written by Centre student
Shannon Gale as an honors project. Gale who is from Frankfort,
did all casting for the production
and will direct the upcoming

Come and Register
for a FREE
Easter Bunny
Stuffed Animal!

performances.
Graves portrays a character
named Marcus in the play, which
looks at the deteriorating relationship of a young couple in
their 20s.
A freshman at Centre, Graves
is a member of Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity. A 1995 graduate of
Murray High School, he is the
son of Edwin and Alida Graves
of Murray.

Selected Items 25-300/e Off
KEYBOARD STUDENTS of Joyce Herndon will present a senior recital
on Sunday, March 31, at 2 p.m. In the sanctuary of First Baptist Church,
203 South Fourth St., Murray. Performing selections from works by
Debussy, Bach, Peschetti, Bozza, Ravel, Sibelius and Kartsonakls on
organ, piano and synthesizer will be, from left, Neely Green, daughter
of Jim and Martha Green; Ryan Cunningham, son of Randy and Rebecca Cunningham; and Raina Anderson, daughter of Thayle and Pat
Anderson, all of Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Murray, Kentucky

CALENDAR

Save SP60
Mowers

Thursday, March 28
Thursday, March 28
Promise Keepers Purchase area
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
meeting/7 p.m./New Life Christian
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Bookstore, Murray.
"Music of Women Composers"
United Way charity basketball game/8 concert/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, FA
p.m./Murray Middle School.
Center, MSU. Info/762-4288.
Murray Woman's Club general
Friday, March 29
meeting/7 p.m.
Murray Preschool/Head Start preCalloway County Republican
registration/9 a.m.-5 p.m./Special EduWomen/7 p.m./Commonwealth Room, cation Building, MSU. Info/762-3262.
Curris Center, MSU. Info/759-1764.
Pony Baseball League tryouts/4
Pony Baseball League tryouts/4
p.m./Old City Park.
p.m./Old City Park.
Bronco Baseball League tryouts/5
Bronco Baseball League tryouts/5
p.m./Murray-Calloway Park.
p.m./Murray-Calloway Park.
Seniors Golf play/8:30 a.m./Sullivan's
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Par 3 Golf Course.
Courtsquare/12:30-3 p.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
Compassionate Friends/7:30
senior citizens activities.
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
Weeks Center open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
senior citizens' activities.
498-8324.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fish fry/5
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
p.m.
dysfunctional families/6:30
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Info/753-6026 or 753-7405.
AA
and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally III
beginners at 8 p.m./American Legion
support group/6:30 p.m./Lourdes HosBuilding. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
pital, Paducah. Info, 435-4138.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
Veterans/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
753-TEEN.
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p.m. with
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
Public Library.
'invited.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Racer
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
Room at Racer Inn.
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church 'Women in
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts CenTransition Group and Concept Zero
ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
meeting/7 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery/MSU/open 11
First Christian Church Singles/7 p.m.
a.m.-10 p.m.
First Baptist Church Work Night/6:30
National Scouting Museum open/9
p.m.
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

TECUMSEH

On All

Nall praised for work
While working as an Airport
the woman had again become
Service Agent for Continental
responsive, Nall said he took
Airlines at Houston Intercontipulse and respiration information
nental Airport, Houston, Texas, until her recovery.
on March 1, First Lt. Dennis Nall
The woman, after resting for a
of Sugar Land Composite Squad- few minutes, refused to be transron responded to a passenger who
ported to the hospital saying she
was in distress and unconscious. would let a friend who had come
The passenger, a middle aged
to meet her, take her to her own
woman, had collapsed in the
doctor, Nall added.
middle of the terminal concourse.
Houston police officers present
Lt. Nall, who is the son of credited Lt. Nall with saving the
Mildred Nall and the late William
woman's life by opening and
Nall Sr. of Murray, had bystanmaintaining a clear air passage
ders call .for EMT and Houston • throughout this incident.
Police to assist, and ran to the aid
When asked about the incident,
of the woman. Upon his arrival, Lt. Nall replied, "you never know
Nall said "he realized she had
when your training with Civil Air
had a seizure and was having Patrol will be needed, so you
trouble breathing."
must keep in mind the motto,
Nall said he cleared her air 'Always Vigilant'."
passge and used a leather card
Nall attended Murray City
holder between her teeth to help Schools and Murray State
maintain the open air passage. University.
After the seizure had ended and
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BRIGGS 8 STRATTON

DONCASTER
Save $100
Lawn

KOHLER

m-frimg

Tractor
Briggs & Stratton
15.5 H.P.
6 Speed
42 in. Deck,
Now S1,099.99
Reg. S1199,99

Now
Showing!
,

#25651

Sale at Murray, KY - March 28-30
Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 753-2310
,

Items at most larger stores Outlet stores excluded Some molar
apphancos electromcs available by special order at smaller stores
Reduct,ons from regular pircin unless otherwise stated Items not
chtsc:ibiscl as reduced or as special purchases are at rep price
so•c.co purchoWs or. nal reduced. and ore Whited in ouonafy Prices
do not include delty•ry unless specified Environmental surcharges
extra We Iry to have adequate stock of advertised Aims When out of
stocks occur you have a choice 10 rooctteck, or 2) a substitute

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Sun. 12-5

a, the Sam* percentage discount if the tern was reduced or 3)
on •Cluoi or better item at the advertised pric• it Mer item was not
0114uC00 Excludes limited otters special orders and ,terns not normal
,Y ot YOU, S•Of$ IMPORTANT CREDIT DETAILS* $ales tor delivery 0,
Init011Ot,00 not included in monthly payrn•nrs shown Actual monthly
payment con vary depending on yout account balance S400 min,
mum purcnaSe required to open o SearsCharge PLUS account
eleie Sears, Roebuck and Co

_ _

Us* your Sears Card,
with low monthly payments.
Cam C

le;

S
EAR
S
i
L

The Doncaster Spring/Summer Collection
will be shown from Sat., March 30th
through Thurs., April 4th at the
Hickory Woods Marketing Office on 121 By-Pass.
Hourly appointments — days,
nights, and weekends. Call .
Katherine Morris
753-5339 / 759-9566
'The Art of Dressing Well"
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offman's

Garden Center

March Mulch Madness
REDUCED PRICE

Double Ground
MULCH
per yard
PANSIES
per tray
PANSIES
per pack
HERBS
41/2 pot
NEED LINE photos

A Food Budgeting Workshop, directed by Valorie Hunt, caseworker at
Need Line, is being held each Wednesday from 12:30 to 2 p.m. through
May 8 at Weeks Community Center. The program is free and is
designed to provide information and hands-on activities to the public
about nutrition and food budgeting. It is a six weeks' course that covers the food guide pyramid, the new food label, diet and disease connection and how to shop at the supermarket. The goals are to educate
participants on the important roll that good nutrition plays in the wellbeing of children, how families can learn to budget their money better,
and to achieve personal goals. Jane Steely, left in top photo, county
extension agent in home economics, helped the participants on ways to
make breads, desserts and master mixes. Also pictured with her is
Teresa Bayless. Pictured in bottom photo, from left, are Sherry Fox,
Teresa Bayless, Valorie Hunt and Dorothy Merrell. For more information
call Hunt at 753-6333.
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
March 26, have been released as
follows:
"Newborn admission
Fleming baby boy, mother, Peggy
Keating, Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Ruth L Wallace and Mrs AIlip
Futrell, Cadiz; Mrs. Hazel Smith, Alm,
Mrs. Duma F. Rogers, Mayfield;
Mrs. Christine A. Robbins, Big Sandy, Tenn.; Bendley baby boy, Farmington; Randall J. Taylor, Fulton;

Mrs. Pauline Lester. New Concord;
Miss Elyssa Bradley, Benton; Mrs.
Deborah Daniel and baby boy, Dresden, Tenn.:
Mrs. Arnie White, Mrs. Mary Kathryn
Conley, Mrs. Martha Herndon, James
Edward Outland, Mrs. Gladys Disque,
Mrs. Willie Lee Foster, Robert E.
Burkeen, Mrs. Virginia A. Eldridge,
Miss KayIan P. Proctor, Ms. Raylene
Gage?,
Mrs. Grayce McKinney, Thomas K.
Wagenhauser, Miss Lara R. Coursey,
Mrs Shannon Barber and baby boy,
and Mrs. Regina Kay McClure and
baby boy, all of Murray.

SPRING SERVICES

lj

Assembly scheduled
"Listen and Learn to Carry Out
God's Word will be the theme for
the circuit assembly program of
Jehovah's Witnesses March 30
and 31 at Vanderburgh Auditorium Convention Center, 715
Locust St., Evansville, Ind.
Twenty-two congregations
from western Kentucky, including Murray, and southern Indiana
have been invited.
Mike Joria, circuit supervisor,
said "This theme is a fitting basis
for the entire two-day program,
because in these critical days
there is a vital need for each of
us to listen to God's Word and
learn to carry it out."
A four-part symposium on
"Coping with Our Problems —
By Paying Attention to God's
Word" will be Saturday. Another

ing
kg

. for

ATTEND CONFERENCE — Laurie Jo Parker, right, and Janie Parker are
attending the 66th annual National 4-H Conference in Washington, D.C.,
March 24-31. The theme of the week-long conference is "Youth Committed to Action." approximately 300 4-Hers from across the nation are
attending the conference. Laurie Jo and tour other Kentucky teens will
serve as delegates to represent the young people of the state. They will
be working to expand and improve the 441 program through action and
networking with youth, adults, communities, and political leaders. While
in the nation's capital, the delegates and adult leaders are visiting with
Kentucky's Senators and First District Congressman on Capitol Hill to
discuss the importance of 4-H for the nation's youth.

'12.00
*10.99
99
'1.49

•Landscape Design: Residential &
Commercial
-Sprinkler Systems
•Outdoor Lighting
•Maintenance: Remulching, Trimming
& Fertilizing
•Up Grades On Older Landscapes I
FREE ESTIMATES

One Year Guarantee On Plants
Installed By Hoffman's

symposium on "How the Scriptures Discipline in Righteousness" will be on Sunday. A baptism will also be on Saturday.
Dick Ciranko, district supervisor and representative of the
world headquarters in Brooklyn,
N.Y., will speak about "Why Be
Guided by The Bible?" at 1:30
p.m. on Sunday. Sessions will
begin each day at 9:50 a.m. anti.
the public is invited.

JUST ARRIVED

Dickens Signature Series "The Grapes
Inn" From Dept. 56

--;,ff Hwy. 94 East of Murray • 759-4512
Monday-Friday 8-5, Saturday 8-5

,Your?,
"

at
"Your"
Store...

"Live Aid," a 17-hour rock
concert broadcast July 13, 1985
on television and radio, raised
$70 million for the starving peoples of Africa.
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Your" Khaki Pant
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$3000

Ralph Lauren

$999

ent,

"Sophia"

tow
Air
you

Bridal Trio
All Three Rings!

$499144riCdaalraste*tCluster

at°,

" Your" Navy Blazer
t00% wool
$100 even

"Rachel"

"Christina

" Your "
Dress Shirt

$399

!ity
ate

25%

•r
"Brilliant"
Round Solitaire

Off

" Your " Tie
Heart
ear

One
Carat

Diamond Wrap Around Bands
-•

$599

anniversary Bands

$699
This Month Only!
"Grand Marquise„
One
Carat*

"Traditional"
1/4 Carat* 1/2 Carat

9

Offer only
$49
available at
Madisonville,
Compare
Mayfield, Murray,
and Union City stores at

$199 $499
'4

'•

Off

rff
" Your " Belt, Socks,m"
Briefs, Boxers
ZU 70

Off

4 Diamond Wrap

Invisible Set Princess Cut
Diamond Band One
Carat*

.4,, "Channel Set"

6 Diamond Wrap

25%

•

1/4 Carat* 1/2 Carat*

20%
(9.41-44

Off

" Your" Favorite Looks..,
Entire Ladies Department
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$999
Charge It! One Year Interest FREE!

Entire Boy's Department

$199 $399
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DOWNTOWN •

One Year Interest FREE Financing
on $500 or more Bridal Purchase
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Mum • 753.769S
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FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 1996 • 9:00 A.M. until 7:00 RM.
SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1996 • 8:00 A.M. until 5:00 P.M.

"NO HASSELL BUYING"
We Will Give Top
Dollar For Trade-Ins

For
Mm

We Are
Conveniently Located

There Will Be Bank
Financing Available

By
AP

Bill
Ker
soui

S3M

can
simi

Year Make
1994 Chevy
1994 Chevy
1993 Toyota
1994 Chevy
1994 Nissan
1994 Chevy
1993 Toyota
1994 Toyota
1994 Chevy
1994 Toyota
1994 Toyota
1993 Chevy
1993 Ford
1995 Chevy
1994 Chevy
1994 Chevy
1993 Toyota
1994 Chevy
1994 Toyota
1995 Chevy
1994 Buick
1994 Toyota
1995 Chevy

Model
Cavalier
Lumina
Corolla
Caprice
Altima
Cavalier
Tercel
Corolla
Beretta
Camry
Corolla
Corsica
Tempo
Cavalier
Cavalier
Corsica
Tercel
Corsica
Camry
Cavalier
Skylark
Corolla
Cavalier

Way Should You
Miss This Sale

HIDDEN
CHARGES

MONEY DOWN
You Pay Tax & Tags To Courthouse

Vin. Color Drs Price Payment
$8,650 $185.14
18803..Red 4
34267...Gold 4
$9,925 $212.23
$8,950 $195.98
81087. White 4
$13,075....$279.14
31475..Maroon 4
$11,925....$254.71
54164..Black. 4
$8,525 $182.49
15504..Silver 4
$7,575 $166.09
45403...Blue 4
$10,450....$223,38
40375. Wine 4
79694...Blue 2
$9,400 $199.07
$14,100....$299.91
81657..Gold 4
$11,225....$239.84
4
56430..Red
4
10498. White
$7,550 $165.55
4
.Silver
19784
$6,300 $138.38
4
09159..Red
$11,100....$229.73
$8,710 $186.42
32239. White 4
94639...Grey 4
$8,875 $189.92
$7,460 $163.59
04708. Wine 2
$8,780 $187.90
30724. Wine 4
19233. White 2
$14,550....$310.47
$10,940....$228.41
2
48363..Red
$10,300....$219.97
71933. Wine 4
38286. White 4
$1O,420....$222.74
4
$11,300....$235.38
07898..Teal

Year
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1993
1995
1994
1994
1995
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994

Make
Chevy
Mazda
Nissan
Chevy
Ford
Ford
Chevy
Olds
Chevy
Nissan
Mazda
Ford
Ford
Chevy
Olds
Toyota
Chevy
Geo
Toyota
Chevy
Toyota
Toyota

brin
den
Flo
pled
and
sup
foot

Payment
Vin. Color Drs.Price
Model
$8,570 $183.44
Cavalier 09093 Maroon4
$13,100....$279.67
2
15861 Red
MX-6
$9,410 $199.29
4
37882 Red
Sentra
$8,960 $192.37
78791 White 4
Corsica
$11,940....$255.03
Thunderbird. 88938. Silver 2
$10,840....$229.66
84372. White 4
Taurus
$14,910....$309.30
Monte Carlo 66600 White 2
$10,700....$228.69
Cutlass Ciera .65439. Maroon 4
$8,610 $184.29
13782..Blue 4
Corsica
$9,340 $199.30
26233..Silver 2
Sentra
$12,570....$268.41
64091 .Blue 4
626
$10,700....$228.69
21744. White 4
Taurus
$6,390 $139.33
2
13580 .Red
Escort
$13,960....$291.08
17929..Black. .4
Lumina
$10,600....$226.56
Cutlass Cierra easao..siiver.. 4
$10,500....$224.44
39404. White 4
Corolla
$14,980....$312.25
Monte Carlo.67653..Green. 2
$9,950 $212.76
47978. Wine 4
Prizm
$14,400....$307.28
2
19280..Red
Camry
$12,940....$276.27
37642. White 4
Caprice
$14,200....$303.04
53699. White 4
Camry
28194...Green...4.......$14,350....$306.22
Camry

an t
com
van
sty14
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$61
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All credit terms subject to bank approval Payments based on tax and license down on 60 months
term,'95's @ 8.99%,'94's09.99%,'93's010.99% APR.
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Wisehart Grocery

tuol

3 Miles South
Hertz u:),
Sale Lot

TTB

vele°

(641)

Trucks
Trailers
Next to... Buses

^1-

Hertz Sale Lot Next Door To
Trucks, Trailers, Buses Inc.,
Hwy 641 South • 3 Miles From Murray On Right

•
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FINAL FOUR

UK selects'Magic' path
UMass selects Calipari
with advice from Pitino

Assoctated Press photo

Forward Dana Dingle and his Mises teammates helped Kentucky refocus after the
Minutemen topped the Wildcats 9242 in November.

By BILL BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A November loss
to Massachusetts forced Kentucky to
decide what kind of team it wanted to
have this season.
The decision the Wildcats made got
them started on a 27-game winning
streak, a 32-2 record and, ultimately, a
place in the Final Four against UMass in
Saturday's semifinals.
"We had a meeting after the UMass
loss, and I told the players there were two
ways we could go," Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino said Wednesday during a conference call for Final Four coaches. "With
11 talented players of this caliber, it could
either be very difficult for all of us, or we
could look at the Larry Bird and Magic
Johnson philosophy to care only about the
team. If we take the other road, we can
reach our goals. And they chose the
latter."
Before losing to Mississippi State in
the Southeastern Conference tournament,

"We have a sign that says, 'It's amazing what can get done when no one cares
who gets the credit,"' Calipari said.
At Continental Airlines Arena
East Rutherford, N.J
"Only a great coach can get great players
National Semillnals
to sacrifice for the team. It's difficult for
Saturday, March 30
people to understand how hard it is to get
Miss St. (26-7) vs. Syracuse (28-8), 4 42 p m
players to do that."
UMass (35-1) vs. Kentucky (32-2), 30 min.
after
Mississippi State, which faces Syracuse
National Championship
in
Saturday's other semifinal, followed
Monday, April /
through
with impressive victories over the
Saturday's semifinal winners, 822 p m
Southeast Regional's top seeds, Connecticut and Cincinnati, to reach the Final Four
Kentucky won every game by double- for the first time.
All of that convinced Mississippi State
digit margins, most of them by considerably more than 10. In the NCAA tourna- and coach Richard Williams that the
ment, the Wildcats have won all four Starkville, Miss., school belongs right
where it is despite being the first fifthgames by at least 20.
But Pitino hasn't forgotten UMass' seeded team to reach the Final Four since
1982.
impressive November victory.
"I knew we had talented players, and I
"I'm enjoying the Final Four experience very much, except that watching thought if they learned their roles and
UMass on tape is not enjoyable," he said. accepted their roles, that we could be a
"It makes me sick. So 10 percent of the good team," Williams said. "It didn't
time, I'm sick. The other 90 percent I'm happen all at once. It was a gradual
process."
having a heck of a time."
Williams said he distinguishes between
John Calipari, who was hired at Massachusetts by a selection committee that the kind of confidence his team has now
included Pitino, a UMass alumnus, said
he has tried to incorporate Pitino's philo- • See Page 2B
sophy of meshing many talented players.

THE FINAL FOUR

Reports:
Marbury
going pro

Pitino protege
Donovan takes
over at Florida
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
Billy Donovan looks a little like
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino,
sounds just like him and talks the
same brand of basketball. Florida
can only hope Donovan gets
similar results.
Donovan, a Pitino protege
brimming with energy and confidence, was named head coach at
Florida on Wednesday. He
pledged to produce entertainment
and wins at a school where fan
support lies primarily with
football.
"Kids nowadays want to play
an up-tempo style and play for a
coach they can relate to," Donovan said. "I'm not playing this
style purely for entertainment. I

believe it's a style of play you
can win with. I believe in it
because I played in it and coached in it."
He did both under Pitino, as a
player on his Providence team
that reached the Final Four in
1987, and as an assistant under
him at Kentucky, including the
1993 Final Four team.
Donovan, a boyish-looking 30
with slicked-back hair, spent the
past two seasons as the head
coach at Marshall, where he had
a 35-20 record and was named
Southern Conference coach of the
year his first season.
"He made a couple of comments about how he's going to
get out there and play with us,"

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

IT TAKES TWO: Murray State's No. 1 doubles team of Brad Hawthorne, right, and John Rendina
congratulate their UT-Martin counterparts Wednesday at Bennie Purcell Courts. MSU won the match 4-3
to remain unbeaten in OVC play.

See Page 28

PGA Tour's best ready for 'Almost Major'
By RON SIRAK
AP Golf Writer
PONTE VEDRA BEACH, Fla.(AP) —
Phil Mickelson has two firsts and a second this year and has already won
$611,570. Somebody teeing off in today's
first round of The Players Championship
will pick up more than that on Sunday.
"If it's me, it's all right," Mickelson
joked Wednesday after his final practice
round on the Stadium Course at TPC.
"This is the big tournament money-

wise and it can really kick-start a year,"
he said about the $3.5 million purse, with
$630,000 going to the winner, the largest
prize in any PGA Tour event.
This tournament has everything it takes
to be a major championship except being
called a major.
"It's not a fifth major," Greg Norman
said after a final day of tinkering with his
game."We have our four majors. But this
is the next best tournament we play in."
The course is set up like it would be for

a major championship. The field is as
good as it gets at any major. And the
prize money — $240,000 more than the
Masters — makes the majors look like
weekend skins matches.
Just call The Players Championship the
"Almost Major."
Not only are 44 of the top 50 players in
the world here, but many of them seem to
have their games in top shape.
Norman is second to Mickelson on the
PGA Tour money list, Nick Faldo seems

PRO BASKETBALL

close to the form that won five majors
from 1987-92, a slimmed-down Colin
Montgomerie won the only tournament he
played in this year and a resurgent Ian
Woosnam leads the European money list.
With all of that talent, it seems unlikely
that the streak of three weeks with a firsttime winner will continue, unless it's
Montgomerie getting his first victory on
the PGA Tour.
"They have the course set up like a
major championship," Mickelson said.

ATLANTA (AP) — Several
reports say Stephon Marbury, the
star freshman guard for Georgia
Tech, intends to enter the NBA
draft in June.
But a spokesman for the Yellow Jackets said a decision by
Marbury is not expected until
next week.
The Atlanta Journal Constitution reported in today's
editions that Marbury plans to
announce that he will leave college for the NBA in New York
next week, with his family
present.
One of Marbury's brothers told
the Daily News in New York that
the 19-year-old Brooklyn high
school standout had made his
decision.
"He's definitely coming out,"
Donald Marbury Jr. was quoted
as saying in the News today.
"That's what he wants to do.
, He said, "That's my dream I just
want to follow my dream.'
"Everybody thinks this is a
family decision. This not a family
decision. Stephon made the decision on his own."
Other reports Wednesday night
said Marbury was already in New
York and would be joined by
Tech coach Bobby Cremins
today.
Those reports followed a report
on ESPN, which also said Marbury would enter the June draft.
"That's very, very premature," associate athletic director
Mike Finn said Wednesday night.
"We don't expect a decision nor
an announcement until the middle
• See Page 28

Lakers slow Miami's playoff chase
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
One of these days, either
Miami, Charlotte or Washington
will break from the others and
lock up the eighth playoff spot in
the East.
All three had a chance to start

down that road Wednesday night,
but none took advantage.
f,t
The Heat lost by 11 at home to
the Los Angeles Leiters, the Hornets lost by 37 at Seattle and the
Bullets dropped a six-point decision at home to Indiana. Each
team has 12 or 13 games remain-

Popeye scores 14 in Mavericks win
DALLAS (AP) — Mavericks
guard Tony Dumas scored 13
of his 15 points in the fourth
quarter Wednesday night as
Dallas snapped an 11-game
losing streak with a 117-114
victory over Houston. .
Jason Kidd hit two clutch
free throws with 12.1 seconds
left for a three-point lead.
Houston, missing five injured

regulars, had a chance to tie it,
but Melvin Booker and $am
Mack missed 3-point attempts.
Ex-Murray State star Popeye
Jones had 14 points and 12
rebounds for the Mavericks.
Kidd had 22 points and 11
assists, Jim Jackson scored
21, Lucious Harris 18 and
Cherokee Parks 10 for Dallas.

ing. Miami and Charlotte are tied
with 35-34 records and Washington is 3'A games back with a
32-38 record.
"Tonight was just a tough loss
for us," said Juwan Howard of
the Bullets.
Magic Johnson had 27 points,
nine rebounds and nine assists in
his first game against his former
coach, Pat Riley, and the Lakers
won in Florida for a second
straight night. On Tuesday, they
became the first team to win at
Orlando Arena.
"This team is coming on and
everybody better be ready,"
Johnson said of the Lakers.
AP photo

Robert Parish (00) follows Denver's Dikembe Mutombo to the
hoop Wednesday night. -

SCHEDULE I
TODAY

BASEBALL
• Lakers vs. Fulton City
CCHS held — 430
II Tigers at Heath
Heath — 4:45
F TODAY

BASEBALL
II Tigers vs. Chnshan Fellowship
Ty Holland held — 4:30

• Lakers vs. Graves Co.
CCHS field — 4:90

BASEBALL
•1.451.1 at Eastern
Richmond

ky. (DH)
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II Kentucky...

•Marbury...
FROM PAGE 1B
of next week."
On Saturday, following Georgia Tech's 87-70 loss to Cincinnati in the NCAA Southeast Regional semifinal, Marbury said he
was leaning toward returning to
school next year.
"However, coach and I are
going to sit down and talk things
over," Marbury said. "If I am a
projected top five pick, I will
enter the NBA draft."
Neither Cremins nor Marbury
could be reached Wednesday
night. But Finn said he had talked
to Cremins, and the coach told
him no decision had been made.
The Journal-Constitution said
Marbury gave three reasons for

his choice:
— He was assured by NBA
contacts that he would go high in
the draft.
— This is a good year for a
point guard to come out, because
the college offerings arc slim.
— His family's financial situation is such that he feels he needs
to help immediately.
Marbury averaged 18.9 points
and 4.4 assists per game in leading Tech to its first outright
Atlantic Coast Conference
regular-season title and to the
NCAA tournament for the first
time since 1993.
The 6-foot-2 guard shot 46
percent from the field and 37 percent from 3-point range.

— Introducing

they handled Kentucky and Georgia in the SEC tournament," Syrand the confidence some teams acuse coach Jim Boeheim said.
put on for appearance sake.
The Orangemen needed last"With kids this age, confi- second shots in regulation and
dence can sometimes be false," overtime to defeat Georgia in the
he said. "They see it as a sign`et - • NCAA.
weakness if you don't show conSyracuse's 1991 loss as a No.
fidence, even if it isn't real. But 2 seed to 15th-seeded Richmond
as you win games, confidence was one of the biggest upsets in
increases. As you win games recent NCAA tournament history.
against quality teams, confidence But this year the Orangemen
becomes more real."
were given just a marginal
The run of upsets by Mississip- chance to even make the field.
pi State (26-7) has made the Bull"At the beginning of the seadogs the favorite in Saturday's son, I was worried," Boeheim
semifinal against Syracuse said. "I thought we could win 18
(28-8), which is making its first games, but I raised my expectaFinal Four appearance since tions because we played well. I
1987, when the Orangemen lost knew it would be a long, long
the final game to Indiana on a shot (to make the Final Four).
last-second basket by Keith But the tournament usually goes
Smart.
that way. There always seems to
"You can't really say Missis- be a surprise team that sneaks
sippi State is a surprise the way in.

THE FAN CLUB
A local group is forming a club to maximize the
pleasure of sports for fans thru local competitions,
comparisons, and comradery.
Enter the tipoff competition and receive
complete information about the fan club.

Rules:
Send $1 and picks to
P.O. Box 1642, Murray, KY 42071
All entries must be postmarked
by March 30, 1996.
1. Pick the winner of each semifinal game and the
championship game.
2. Give the total points scored in each game. List
separately.
3. Pick the tournament M.V.P.
4.Winner will be the person with the best entry
using the following order of importance.
A. Correct National Champion
B. Correct Semifinal Winners
C. Closest Points Scored In Championship
D. Closest Points Scored In Semis
E. Correct M.V.P.
1st Place-$100 2nd Place-$50 3rd Place-$25
Missimippi St.

Massachusetts

pLs.

FROM PAGE 1B
said Florida sophomore LeRon
Williams. "That is a real benefit,
being out there and not just on
the sidelines yelling at us."
Donovan becomes the second
former Pitino assistant to coach
in the Southeastern Conference
— Tubby Smith led Georgia to
the final 16 of the NCAA tournament this year in his first season.
Other former Pitino assistants
include Pitt's Ralph Willard and
Miami of Ohio coach Herb
Sendek.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

pt
Syracuse

•Donovan...

Kentucky

Name:
1ddres.s•

In local soccer action this past
week, the Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association U-19
boys won two of three games.
On March 16, the Marshall
U-17 took a 3-2 win in Murray.
Scoring for the U-19 Sting were
Nathan Keller on a head ball
from a Bubba Johnson cross and
Josh Arant, also on a head ball.
Arant's score came off a corner
kick from Johnson.

Mune #:

r...6

,1114111

A l le

ollingNills
urser /I

407
N. 12th. St.
Murray

"Billy Donovan was a great
player, a great person and a great
associate for me," Pitino said.
"He will flat-out be a great head
coach at the University of Florida
for years to come."
Donovan said he spoke often
with Pitino from the time Florida
athletic director Jeremy Foley
first contacted him Thursday, and
suggested he might not have
taken the job without Pitino's
blessing.
"Coach Pitino told me, 'You
can win at the University of Florida,— Donovan said.

Murray Sting wins
two of three games
•

Sports

FROM PAGE 1B

)
753-1725

Defensive standouts for Murray were Russell Hargrove,
Andrew O'Rourke, Brandon
McCoy, Arant and Josh Price.
Shane Wilkerson and Ross Clark
combined for 13 goal saves.
On March 23, the Sting
traveled to Princeton and escaped
with a 4-2 victory, outshooting
Caldwell County 40-8. Scoring
for the Sting were Sean Haverstock, Michael Hart, Brandon
McCoy and John Key. Brock
Jones collected three assists and
Arant one. Defensive standouts
were Adam Meloan, Jayson Brittain, Hargrove, O'Rourke and
McCoy. Clark had six saves in
goal.
On March 24, Murray outshot
Paducah 26-7 but managed only a
2-1 victory. Haverstock scored
both Murray goals on assists by
Johnson and Meloan.
The Sting had good defensive
play from O'Rourke, Meloan,
Hargrove, Key, Hart, John
Yezerski and McCoy. Wilkerson
and Clark combined for six saves
in goal.
The Sting's next game is
Saturday at 10 a.m. at Bee Creek
against the McCracken County
U-19.

BRIEFS
'Breds take 8-4 win at Memphis
MEMPHIS, Tenn — Tom O'Brien, Brad Burns and Jeremy Quire all had
two hits and Bill Freytag pitched six innings for his hrst win of the year as
Murray State defeated Memphis 8-4 Wednesday.
With the score tied 4-4, Murray State plated the eventual winning run in the
eighth as Eddie Doyle Doubled, moved to third on a groundout by Donny Kelley and scored on a wild pitch.
In the ninth. MSU added three insurance runs on a double by Burns, a hit
batsman by Keith Gallagher, two Memphis errors and an RBI groundout by
Doyle.
Freytag (1-5) worked six innings in relief, giving up just one run and striking
out six.
Murray State (6-15) visits Eastern Kentucky this weekend in Ohio Valley
Conference action.

Lady Racer golfers 9th at SIU
CARBONDALE, Ill. — The Murray Stale Lady Racer golf team finished
ninth at the Saluki Invitabonal held Sunday and Monday at the Hickory Ridge
Golf Course
The Lady Racers shot a 707 (340-367) to finish ninth in the tourney, which
was won by Michigan with a 639, followed by Purdue with a 648.
Connie Steely led the Lady Racers with a 173 (81-92) to finish 30th
Rochelle Cadwell had a 177 (86-91), Mikki McLeary fired a 180(84-96), while
Brandi Stevenson (93-90) and Melanie Kopperud (89-94) had 183s
The Lady Racers return to action on April 6-7, visiting Eastern Kentucky.

SPORTS ROUNDUP
BASKETBALL
DENVER (AP) — Mahmoud
Abdul-Rauf of the Denver Nuggets
could be out for the rest of the NBA
season. The point guard, whose
refusal to stand for the Star
Spangled Banner touched off a
major controversy and got him suspended for a game, was expected to
be placed on the injured list today.
the Denver Post said.
Abdul-Rauf hasn't played since
bruising his left foot in a March 21
game at New Jersey

BOXING
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Francois
Botha lost his IBF heavyweight title
after a federal judge ordered the
South African disqualified because
he tested positive for steroid use
after his last fight. The decision,
unless overturned on appeal, would
set up a fight between Michael MOCKer and Axel Schulz, who lost to Botha in December. The IBF said it
would abide by the ruling, and consider the title vacant

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Bird Baths
Gift Items
Bird Feeders Starting
at
Fountains
Statuaries
'5.95
Wind Chimes
Concrete Benches
Mini Flags
Decorative Terricotta
Pots

Unusual
Topiaries

David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355
FR II)

EXHIBMON BASEBALL
AN Times CST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L
Pct.
Calforttia
19
9 .679
Texas
18
9
667
Detroit
17 10
630
Chow—
18 11
621
Cleveland
18 12
600
New York
15 13
536
Baltimore
12 11
522
Kansas Crly
14
13
519
Mnnesola
15 14
517
Oakland
14
15
483
SWIM
12 14
462
Boston
11
15
423
Toronto
9 19
321
lAtivaukee
8 19
296
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L
Pct.
Los Angeles
17
9
654
Colorado
18 13
581
New York
15 11
577
San Diego
17
13
567
Atlanta
13
10
565
Chicago
15 12
556
SI. Louis
14
13
519
Cinannali
13 14
481
Plitsburgh
12 14
462
Houston
11
14
440
Montreal
9 15
375
Philadelphia
10 17
370
San Francisco
11
19 .350
Florida
9 21
300
Spit-squad games count in standings, games
against calve teams do not
Wildnsedey's Games
Afrinesota 2. Atlanta 1
• Los Angeles 4. Montreal 2
St Lclas 8, Plrisburgh 5. 10 innings
Cincinnati 6. Houston 2
Kansas City 5, N.Y. Yankees 3
Balbrnore S. NY. Mete 3
Cleveland 13. Toronto 0

Detroit 5, Fkinda 4
Texas 7. Boston 4
Philadelphia 6, Chicago White Sox 4
Colorado 4, San Francisco 3
Seattle 12. Chicago Cubs 3
California 6. Oakland 3
San Diego 10. lAlwaultite
Thursday's Games
Texas vs Chirago Whit. Sox at Nashville Twin.
10 30 am
Philadelphia vs Toronto at Dunedin. Ft.. 11 05
am
Florida vs Montreal at West Palm Beach. Ft..
11 05 am
Boston vs lAnnesota at Fort Myers, Ft.. 11 05
am
Atlanta vs Baltimore at Fort Lauderdale. FM
1205 pm
Detroit vs Kansas City at Haines City. Ft..
12 05 pm
Houston vs Cinctnnan at Plant City. Ft.. 12 05
m
NY Yankees vs Prihburgh at Bradenton, Ft..
12 05 pm
Colorado vs Milwaukee at Chandler, Ariz. 205
m
San Diego vs Seattle at Peoria. Adz , 205 p m.
Moor League All-Stars vs Chicago Cubs at
Mesa. Anz , 205 pm
St Lours vs Cleveland at Nashvile, Tenn. 505
m
Oakland at San Francisco. 9 05 p m

NIT GLANCE
Al Times CST
Thumday, Msrch Te
Third Place
Toler* (21.10) vs Alabama 1'512) 6 m
Chemp neh
Nebraska (20-14) vs St Joseph s i19 121
fn
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Plants
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Several Colors of Pansies
Cabbage
Broccoli
Cauliflower

Blooming
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New Shipment of
Evergreens
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Revolving Lawn & Garden

Sprinkler

BUDGET BARN

Ii
stock
01(10.
%oil 11,
Ii
like It

ihese
them
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ence t
come

FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
90 Days Same As Cash
(To qualified buyers with approved credit)
8 X 16
8 X 12
8 X8
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
759-1390

ta

- Your HOMX Investment Company Since 1884 - =4110
Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Sunday
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only! • Other Locations; Benton & Lake City
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Umar to give lecture
for annual MSU event

Students pictured left to right, bottom row: Charlie Adams, Philip Montgomery, Brian West, Megan Black, second row: Austin Swain, Kate Farrell, Allison Klpphut, Shanna Gibson, third row: Frank Virant, Tyler Harper, Lora Hopkins, Emily Seay, fourth row: Brian Talley, Ryan Cobb and
Brett Brown.

Students receive top
honors in district
Murray Transition School captured first place recently in the
District Governor's Cup held at
South Marshall Elementary.
The winners and their categories were: Austin Swain, first in
social studies and second in general knowledge; Brett Brown,
first in language arts; Kate Farrell, second in language arts;
Philip Montgomery, third in
mathematics and general knowledge; Allison Kipphut, third in
composition and fourth in language arts; Charlie Adams, fourth
in science; and Frank Virant,
fourth in general knowledge.
The Quick Recall team also

placed first with a perfect 3-0
record. Members of the team are
Brett Brown, Austin Swain, Philip Montgtomery, Frank Virant,
Tyler Harper, Allison Kipphut,
Emily Seay, Shanna Gibson, Lora
Hopkins, Brian Talley, Kate Farrell, Brian West, Ryan Cobb,
Charlie Adams and Megan Black.
Other teams competing in the district were South Marshall,
Jonathan Elementary and Southwest Elementary.
The students who placed in the
top four in each event and the
Quick Recall team will be competing in the regional tournament
on March 30.

Dr. Farouk U mar, chairman of
the department of political science,
criminal justice and legal studies at
Murray State University, will be the
guest speaker at the first Distinguished Professor Lecture during
Alumni Weekend 1996.
The lecture,"World in Turmoil,"
is scheduled for 9:30 a.m., April 20,
in the Wrather West Kentucky Museum and is sponsored by the MSU
alumni association. Umar will focus
on national and international current events and will include comparisons between the golden anniversary class of 1946 and the class
of 1996. Admission is free and open
to the public. Organized at the
request of the class of 1946 reunion
committee, which includes Murray
residents Peggy Holland Brown,
Barbara Harris Erwin and Fred
Schultz Jr., the Distinguished Professor Lecture will become an anAlumni
during
nual
event
Weekend. Former recipients will
serve as guest lecturers.
The 1995 Distinguished Professor joined the MSU faculty in 1970.
Known for his outstanding teaching, Umar won the MSU Board of
Regents' Teaching Excellence
Award in 1987 and the college of
Business and Public Affairs outstanding teacher recognition award
in 1989.
He has been named an outstanding faculty member by Omicron
Delta Kappa and the Max Carman
Outstanding Teacher by the Student
Government Association, an organization for which he has served as
adviser.

Umar's teaching specialties are
international relations, American
government, and politics in the
Middle East.
He has served on the Presidential
Scholars and Honors Program committees and participated in many of
the Honors Program events and
classes. He also has served on many
university and department committees and as president of the Faculty
Senate.
Following the lecture,tours of the
Museum will be available until
noon. Exhibits include Civil War,
medical, and barbershop memorabilia.
The museum,the first building on
Murray State's campus, formerly
housed classrooms, a book store,
cafeteria, auditorium and administrative offices. Re-named Wrather
Hall in the mid-60s, the building
was dedicated as a museum in 1982
and is on the National Register of
Historic Places.

Washington, D.C., -- Robin M. Floyd, MD, pictured right, a resident from
University of Louisville, KY was one of 50 outstanding young medical
professionals honored recently by the American Medical Association (AMA)
at its annual National Leadership Conference. He was presented the award by
Nancy Dickey, MD, Chair AMA Board of Trustees, left. The Ahllik'Glax0
Wellcome Achievement Awards were presented to 25 medical students and
25 residents in recognition to their exceptional leadership abilities in
medicine or achievements in non-clinical community activities. Dr. Floyd has
been active In the Kentucky Medical Association (KMA) where he presently
sits on the Physician Workforce Committee and the Committee on State
Legislative Activities. In addition, he presented the KMA Resident Physician
Section (RPS) as a delegate and served as president-elect.
vir
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We Feature Name Brand Tires .
Laramie • Remington
i74.1
Firestone • Michelin
1

•

There are about 57 million
children under 15 in the United
States. That's about 22 percent of
the population.

* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
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RoucTi°"'s

—Open Saturdays Until Noon— UNIROYALX.MEWI 1.4.a

Holland Tire Co.
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East Main • 753-5606
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Paducah * _Fleming Furniture * Benton

Gary Wiggins

"
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RETIREMENT SALE

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY. NI 114( 29. 19%
(I•ortflhI )erson:di/L.1J &ilk Jealle Di Oil 1101-0M:OpC, based on your own
date ot birth. call I 90(1-9SS 7755. Your phone company will hill you 99
cents a minute (
H.\ PPY BIRTHDAY! IN I'HE ble likes. Rely .on your own fine
\TAT N. F 1R OF YOUR LIFE: A instincts.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):(letnew
‘‘orksJike magic. You
ting ‘our Own way will he easy if
\kill soon he back on top! /5 fulfilling relationship takes on a special you push the right buttons. Your
luster in June.,S late-summer wed- energy level is high. Strike a healthy
ding is possible. Die lin:moat out- balance between work and play.
look brightens tot those in limited Humor counts big with that special
j)aItI1elshij) iii lannb. businesses. person.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: You
Non 12t.idtialb, lose interest iii c,..•rtam possessions. Nest December. a are entering a highly productive
work protect w ill reach a critical period at work. Speaking a second
stage. Stick close to home base. language has business advantages.
Sporting luck V.ill be on sour side Give an authority figure time to
early in '97. I he fastest V.:o to get respond to a proposal before pushsomething. done 1.10(hi it ourself.
ing for an answer.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Tuns DAY: tennis .t.ir Jennifer The emphasis now is On managing
Capriati. actor Eric Idle. loodkall your money more efficiently. Do not
play er Earl Campbell. beloved try to sweep worrying matters under
the rug. Pak,. off debts one at a time.
singer Pearl Bailey.
;1RIES I \larch 21 ,April 19): All Romantic passions dominate this
eyes are upon you. Good things evening.
etilin
SMATTARIES (Nov. 22-Dee.
How your kkilk
kour part. Retoice in miiking a tie'.'. 21): Fortune smiles when you resist
fieginning! I here is no reason to taking on more responsibilities than
you can handle. A teen-ager is makPassoel iicccPi a deosiou.
TNURI S (April 2()-Ma k 7th: ing a declaration of independence.
asonatin! 1•„..i, it the Continue to limit spending.
Slop
seems
121-CeliCl• on the other
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
grass
side. make the most it piesent 19): Although .Vou have a sixth
opportunities. Fiook the applause sense about money, little things,mayr
sometimes get past you. Someone
gik en 10 koin accomplishments.
71 -June 20): needs your sound advice. Self-discipline will help you get work assigne
Ittiter hi.iriiniii is edSill
ments completed on time.
110\k. .11a\ el 1)1;111\ s'.ill dekelop as
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. D):
especied. Journek toward the sea if
A long-term investment will soon
"Aik\ ad\ ellillres 1\0_1011 to
\ 01.1
produce better returns. Romance
the kimng-io heart.
(...1\c'ER Lliinc 21 -Jul \ 22): could get the big chill tonight.
Slonumn!/ llnotb;11 life on the sur- Refrain from acting on impulse.
face will ticker sated '.ou. ;et the Balance Your checkbook before
financial facts :Ind figures before going shopping.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Let
making a 1inal decision. New friendsour heart rule your head for once.
ships help you deal w ith stress.
LEO (Julk 23 Sue 22): Take ('owe out of your shell. Making
stock oh x\ here \mit Ide is headed. reservations for a weekend retreat
Older people could proke hick) tor will put you in a happy, reflective
C siimood.
you now. especial? k thek
TODAY'S CHILDREN ink ariablk hake an "impossible dream.** They
like to take calculated tisk. and often win big. Eager to launch new projects,
these ad\ cuturous hikes prefer to leak e the tiresome details to others. Let
them know that this is 1101 always possible. Good athletes, these gung-ho
Aries can eseel m a number of sports. A strong desire to travel could influence their ehoice ot areey. I'mcourage them to learn other languages. It will
come in k eo haiidy \'‘ hen taking that trip around the world!
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After 25 years in the furniture business, Gary Wiggins is retiring to pursue
other interests, lie is selling his share of Fleming Furniture to long time
partners, Dan and Karen Kelley'. The Final Phase is now underway and
further price reductions have been ordered. Now Save 10% to 70% at
any of the 3 locations of Fleming Furniture, in Benton and Paducah.

0

Closeout Specials!

Through Sunday, March 31 only, you
can save 40% offal! Thomasville beds
in Cherry, Oak, Pecan & Mahogany.
*With qualified purchase oh $499 and yotir wind rcdn'

igROYHal OAllERY
X FACTORY OUTIET CENTER
451 South 16th Street
Paducah, KY
442-4465• 1-800-450-6224
Howard D. Hughes
Woodman Bldg.
3rd 1 Maple, Murray
753-4339

A Woodmen
of the World

tile Insurance Society

Homy Office: Omaha,f4ebe

Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Opeh

Daily 10 to 7'Sunday 1 to 5 • Friday 10 MS

Not •111lawchantillot el all locations *Coontwrabl• Vic.. in,
•Itnlias rootchserdllee Thaw tetwencs once, s.• raovidol
si S wadi le Nw range simians Irian 4.Nw norloott booms
cattnWs genre may ~Os Stss remise* piaccisrief
antseni et Su/um wiling price

-....isissatillostill•-••••

$1049
$598
$299
$449
$1098
$99
$975
$298
$298
$399
$399
$398

Paducah Supercenter Open Sunday 1 to 5

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road

Paduc.ah * Fleming Furnilure * Benton

' • ••••••••••111

•

• Lane Action Sectional
Double Reclining
Retail S2100 - Now 50% Off
• Klausner Sofa & Love Seat
w/Textured Pillows Retail $9
• Oak Gun Cabinet
10 Gun with lock Retail $699
•00( Finish Bedroom Group
4 Piece - Retail $929
• Broyhill Navy Leather Sofa
Retail $2015 - Closeout
• Twin or Full Bedding
Retail $299
2 Piece Set
• La-Z-Boy Sofa & Love Seat
Traditional - Retail $2049
• Queen size Sleeper Sofa
w/lnner Spring Mattress
Retail $754
• Barclay Contemporary Love
Retail $840
• Klausner Sofa
Contempoxary- Multicolored
Retail $799
• Ligo Table & 4 Chairs
Natural Oak
Retail $649
• Coca Cola Dinette
5 Piece Soda Shoppe
Retail $899

BROYHal CAllfRY
X FACTORY OVTZET CENTER
305 North Main Street
Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224

Paducah * Flemin& Fumil tire * Benton
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211Play Asia
$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run.
60% Discount 3rd Run.
CA 3 Ads Must Run IMO 6 Day Period)
$2 00 per column inch extra for C 'Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
029
025
Reader Ads
030
00
minimum
306 per word, $6
040
1st day.64 per word per day for
each addihonal consecutive 050
day. $200 extra for Shopper
Clues Classrfieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

90
370
Yard Sale $7.50 Preogici 390
A $200 Few will b.required to ma k• 400
ony changes to od otter deadline. 550

TO PLACE
AN AD
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
•MortiorY
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Liveslock & SuPPlies
POLiitty & Supplies
ProcLce
;flea & Seed

010

010

110

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Dor-estic & Chin:icor°
Situanon Wanted
Business Opportunity
inshucton

28C
285
300
3 10
320
330
340
3OC

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lo to/ Rent
Business Renrois
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Pent
ror Pent or Lease

OrtiO
C70
090

LEGAL NOTICE
Anyone with information regarding an
accident which occurred on 29 August 1995
at 5:00 p.m. at the intersection of Highway
121 South and the Old Murray To Paris
Road in Calloway County, Kentucky, between a 1983 Nissan pickup truck driven by
Terry L. Hoffman and a 1990 T(
474to
Corolla driven by Lenora L. Lockhart
third vehicle described as a dark colored
pickup truck driven by an unknown male
driver should contact M. Ronald Christopher, Attorney At Law, 118 South Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 (502)
753-1266.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For free
Information can:
Jerry McConnell

Node*

EXPRESS TAXI
OF MURRAY
Tel.
759-TAXI

Feature of The Week
3 Pc. Vinyl

Living Room
Set

$599
PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872

Classified

Income Tax
Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
206 South 6th

753-8107
ATTENTION CITY
RESIDENTS
1996 City Dog License Now
Due. Proof Of Rabies Vaccination Required. Cost $2.00. City
Clerk's Office, 207 S. 5th.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
IM=11
----

PSYCHIC
READINGS
.A.

by Mrs. Anne
*
Tells Past, Present and Future
Advice On All Affairs Of Life.
mm Palm & Tarat Card Reading Also Available°.

=I* 767-0508 * =
*

208 S. 12th • Murray *
seihmonimi
mit=
mmintem
momiememmifim
swim

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a tow questions you may qualify for pre
forted rates Below we a few monthly preferred
rases at different ages for $4000 policy
ape 50
ago 55
age
age
ago
age

60
85
70
75

YALE
811 81
11 18

oao
230
250
290
..5310

Insurance
ermincring
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

470
480
485
490
495
503
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Aaio Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

FEHALE
$920
1096

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
17 50
1309
21 76
15 54
27 31
19 33
38 77
26 18
Prsm•urns pusramosio NOT to Inc/sass

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL 'FREE 1-1100-455-4190

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
203
210
220
240
260
390

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For See or Trade
Wont To Bay
Articles FC01 Saie
APPlionc es
Home Furnisnings
Antiques
Vacuum C yoners
Sewing Moctlines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T V & Roclo
Pet, & Supoiies

CATERING for all occasions Home made cakes
and pies Call JoAnn,
759-4471
Have
references
DIABETICS!- Did you know
medicare covers diabetic
supplies. Take advantage
of your medicare benefits
for diabetic supplies. Call
Liberty Medical Supply.
800-762-8026 mention
#2036.
FREE CATALOG- The finest selection of quality gifts
at truly affordable prices. D
& H Gift World, New London, Iowa, open
9am.-7pm., Mon -Sat.,
800-511-5190.
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing $100 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981
NEED someone to invest in
repairs of house Split profit
from sale of house
759-2217
NEVER Forget Again Get
a Membership Today!! Join
our Lifetime Reminder Service. For more information
call, 502-767-0373.
PAGEANT:- Wanted girls
ages 3-19 for Miss Kentucky Coed Teen, PreTeen, Princess Pageant.
Application or brochure,
call 800-484-9262, ext.
8705 $10,000 in prizes
awarded.
ROULETTE, CRAPS, &
SLOTS 37 Secret strategies that are simple to play.
Send $1500 to SC & S
Publications, Dept M,
P.O.Box 735, Mayfield, Ky
42066.

APARTMENT MANAGER
Excellent Murray property,
permanent full time position Experience helpful,
but will train Salary plus
Apt, utilities & car allowance Apply at Murray
Manor Apt, Mon-Fri.
2-4pm, or mail resume to
Manager, 2927 Trimble St,
Paducah, Ky 42001
ATTN . EXPERIENCED
TRUCK DRIVERS TO
OWN!- $0 down and 784z all
miles. Ownership possible
in 18 months_ Avg 10,000+
miles a month. Company
dnvers: newer equipment
Competitive pay and benefits. Call New Apple Lines
800-843-8303
or
800-843-3384, Madison,
SD. Mon-Fri 8-5pm central.
Call!
AVON, $7-$15 A HOURStart up
hotline
1 -800-SELL -AVON
(80-100% by telephone).
Local training and support.
We will teach you to make
money! It's easy! Independent Sales Representative
800-735-5286.
COLORTYME is now hiring
for Delivery Specialist/
Account Manager trainee.
Full time position that includes delivery, pickup &
customer service. Come
join the always growing and
exciting Rent to Own industry. Immediate opening.
Please apply in person in
Murray at. 408 N 12th St_
COMMUNITY REP- Flexible hours, free training.
Greet people in your community, represent busirj.
?sses, make money and enjoy Call 502-781-7629.
Welcome Wagon Intl, Inc
EOE

COUNTER person and DRIVERS, OTR- PTL,
cooks Apply in person, PICK THE LEADER! Drive
TJ's Bar-B Que 806 for a company who cares
about its drivers Teams &
Chestnut
singles, no northeast,
COOK. Full time position home time, no touch
(ten months, forty hours per freight, min 23, lyear,
week) with benefits One OTR. CDL w/Hazmat. Pasyear of experience in com- chall Truck Lines,
mercial food preparation 800-848-0405 EOE
required with two to five
DRIVERS- SINGLES OR
years of experience preTEAMS0/0 lease progferred Good math skills are
ram No money down Must
essential Must be knowledgeable in methods of meet DOT requirement
preparation, equipment Late model walk-in Call
Express
and supply use, and sanita- Artic
tion and safety Weekend 800-927-0431
work may be required Salary $588 per hour Apply
at Department of Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, Ky
42071. Murray State is an
EEO, M/PD, AA employer
DRAFTSMAN - Local company needs a highly motivated individual with basic
drafting skills, basic computer skills. and a minimum
of (1) year training with
AUTOCAD R11 or R12 We
offer excellent benefits and
competitive wages Send
resume and salary requirements to . Motion International, P 0.Box 550, Paris,
TN 38242 Attn Drafting
Dept
DRIVERS- $36,000+
yearly, up to 366 a mile, be
home every 9-12 days, free
medical, dental, retirement.
$1000 tarp, $500 safety bonus Assigned tractors.
Hornady Truck Line
800-648-9664.
DRIVERS- CX/PFT Roberson needs experienced
OTR drivers for van or
flatbed Start up to 29 cents
per mile. No forced to NY
City. Must be 23. Call
800-473-5581.

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
HRS, Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your
privacy and year round convenience.
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MEET Quality Singles
Down Home Singles. Ph
423-993-2000.
050
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Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

Lost
And Found

753-0113

1,000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express, Dept
96, 100 East Whitestone
ERvd, Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, Tx. 78613.
ACCEPTING applications
for full time delivery person
& unloading trucks Apply in
person, D & T Foods
ALLERGY & Asthma Clinic
has a full time nursing posibon Medical office experience preferred Medical &
dental benefits Send resume to RRO2, Box 39,
Murray, Ky.
HELP WANTED Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling products
at home No experience INFO 1-504E46-1700 DEPT. KY2021

DRIVERS- Solo or teams,
$2000 sign on Top teams
earn $104,000+, top trainers earn 70k+, major benefits, motel & deadhead pay
Convenant Transport
800-441-4394. Students
call 800-338-6428.
DRIVERS WANTED - Midwest regional and dedicated opportunities available Horne weekly, 1st day
health insurance, full benefits package, 95% conventional fleet Werner Enterprises, 800-346-2818
DWAIN Taylor Chevrolet
Inc. has an immediate
opening in service department as a service advisor
trainee. Position starting
part time with possibility of
working into full time. Successful candidate must
have ability to communicate well and be willing to
learn a new career in automotive field. Please contact
Dennis English at
753-2617.
EARN up to 1,000's weekly
processing mail. Start now
no experience. Free supplies, intormation. No obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to: Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C, East Colonial Dr,
No 308, Orlando, Fl. 32803.
EPES HAULING- A flat bed
company needs experienced drivers. Epes Hauling offers: Flatbed training,
great pay, 94 and 95 conventional tractors, stop off,
tarp pay, safety and performance bonus, medical and
dental insurance, vacation
and holiday pay, 401K plan,
satellite communication.
Call 800-248-6537 or
800-221-9620 for information on a company that
cares_ Company drivers
and owner operators
needed.
EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS- New pay scale,
premium conventionals,
vans, flats, dedicated, up to
326 per mile, full benefits.
Builders Transport
800-822-2189 ext D-6.
FULL time employment in
local office. Hrs. 8:00am to
5:00pm. 2 Year Associate
Degree desired but not
compulsory Send resume
to: P.O Box 10400, Murray, Ky 42071.
HOME TYPISTS PC users
needed $45,000 income
potential
Call
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B8155

LOST: Reward $100 if returned in good shape. Yellow & white long haired cat,
male, neutered, last seen
near Old Bethel Church
area 753-6453
060
Hoc
Wanted

HOMEWORKE RS urgently
needed. Earn weekly paychecks from the comfort of
your home Free details.
Rush LSASE to, American
Media Associates, Dept
AA, 381 E Oak Dr, Buchanan, Tn 38222
Twig in the spring, one early morn,
March 28, 1906, two twins were born!
Christene and Irene, they were named.
They were different, yet the same,
The Lawson girls, they would be known,
played and ran, and worked till grown.
Then came the time to leave the nest,
marry for life, and stand the teat!
One married • Comm, for the test of time,
the other • Miller; the same did incline.
From that day on, their lives did part,
as married ladies, they made their mark.
For having children, neither did bear,
so they loved others, and were always there.
Nieces and Nephews, by letters and by phone,
loving them dearly, as if they were their own.
Both their husbands, they did outlive,
of so much love they both had to give!
A lifetime apart, these girls did see,
and now together again, they have so much glee
Their fussing was over, when they were young and bold
Now their compassion, keeps out the cold.
If I were so lucky, and was given the time,
to be half, as loving and sweet,
as these Aunt's of mine!
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365
420
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MasterCard

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sae
Forms For Sae
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

40
540
560
570

Pubic See
Fcr Trade
Free Coiurn^
Wonree

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Deadlines are 2 days
In advance,

Help
Warted

NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed, all shifts Prefer
experienced mature indrvidual, but will train Must be
able to work any shift
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions
Apply in person, no phone
cells please. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. E0E.
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NURSES aide position
available in Murray doctor's
office Job includes taking
blood pressures, assisting
in patient care and patient
education, assist doctor in
minor surgical procedures,
inventory supply and ordering Send resume to
P 0 Box 1040N, Murray.
Ky 42071
OUTSIDE SALE PEOPLE
NEEDED- $350 base salary plus overrides Many
areas needed now
800-624-6135
OWNER, OPERATORS
WANTED- We-offer 79c
per mile after 6 months,
loaded or empty Why be
away from home constantly? Contact Jenell
Tnpp, Interstate Express
800-732-4554
PART time maintenance
Must have good manners,
polite and work well with
people. Lawn skills required. Starting pay,
$5.25/hr. Apply at Hilldale
Apts office, 7-3, Mon-Fri.
EOE. 437-4113
POSITION available 75%
of time driving Semi truck,
25% of time working in
shop Must have CDL
license Ph 502-527-1366
POSITION announcement:
Counselor/lecturer: 10
month position/renewable
in the Counseling and Testing Center at Murrray State
University. Salary commensurate with qualifications. Master's degree in
social work (LCSW eligibility and KY licensure eligibility required), psychology
(eligibility for KY certification required) preferred
Applicants possessing a
master's degree in
counseling will be considered with presentation of
evidence of clinical training
and supervision with DSM
IV clients. Holders of degrees in counseling must
be eligible for NCC certification and KY certification/
licensure if the latter becomes available. Must obtain licensure/certification
within 6 months of hiring for
continued employment.
Responsibilities include individual and group therapy
delivery with a deverse
clientele presenting a wide
range of mental health concerns and educational
program development and
delivery to residential colleges Ability to work within
a treatment team required.
Please send a letter of interest, current vita, and
have three letters of recommendation sent to BeN Allbritten, Ph D., Director,
Counseling and Testing
Center, Murray State University, PO Box 0009, Murray, Ky 42071-0009. Applications will be accepted
until May 1, 1996 Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment, WF/D, AA employer.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!
GO Go or Exotic Dancers
No experience necessary
Doll House. Paris, Tn
901-642-4297

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT. IMAGE ANALYST,
Mid-America Remote sensing Center (MARC) Regular, full time position for the
penod 04/22/96-09/30/97
pending funding. This is a
contract position Position
after 09/30/97 a contingent
upon additional funding
Bachelor of Science and
Master of Science degree
in Gecsaence or related
field is required Experience with micro-based systems and digitizers is also
required It is essential that
the applicant can process/
analyze data via DOS, AIX,
ERDAS/IMAGINE, ELAS,
ARC/INFO and is familiar
with CIR photography,
Landsat TM, TIGER, DEM,
and DLG data. The ability to
use pen and electrostatic
plotters for output products
is a necessity Other requirements include database management techniques word processing:
excellent communication
skills (verbal and written);
report preparation/
presentation, the ability to
meet the public, and some
overnight travel Applicant
must be able to perform
assigned task(s) with little
or no supervision. Responsibilities will include, working with micro-based systems and digitizers;
processing/analyzing data
via DOS, AIX, ERDAS/
IMAGINE, ELAS, ARC/
INFO; producing output
with pen and electrostatic
plotters, managing database(s); preparing/
presenting reports; performing tasks with lithe or
no supervision, communicating with faculty, staff,
students on campus and
with contract personnel off
campus Some overnight
travel will be required To
apply: Send letter of application, current resume, and
narnertelephone number of
three references to Dr Thomas C Kind, Coordinator,
Mid-America Remote sensing Center, Murray State
University, PO Box 9, Murray KY 42071-0009. Application deadline is April 5,
1996. Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
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MINIT MART
Puryear, TN
We Offer:
'Competitive Pay
•Educational
Assistance
'Advancement
Opportunities
Tull Or Part-Time
Employment
Pick Up Application
At Construction
Site
CHECK US OUT
TODAY!
EOE
070
Domenic
Childcare
Al HOUSE Cleaning Call
436-2102, Jodie or Julie
CLEANING homes & offices is my business Linda,
759-9553
IMMACULATE home & office cleaning. Thorough
and reliable, $6/room.
759-2310_
NURTURING environment
for your child in my home,
arts & crafts 9yrs. experience & references.
753-6709
100
Business
Opportunity
OWN YOUR OWN- Ap
parel, bridal, westernwear,
shoe or crystal/gift store
Includes inventory, fixtures,
buying trip, training, more
Minimum investment
$1690000 Call Paul at
Liberty Fashions
502-327-8031
120
Computers
ANNOUNCING! POWER
FUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
COMPUTER desk/hutch
with rolling printer stand,
$50 See at 802 N 20th

SALES MANAGER- capable of building and running
outside sales force. Must
be self-starter, self motivated, energetic person who enjoys making
money meeting people.
Great opportunity Call Mr
Burnett, 800-624-6135

FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
7S3-7001

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now Hiring For
info call 219-794-0010 ext
7159 8am to lOpm, 7days

IS your Macintosh healthy?
Need help with setup or
getting started? Call the
MAC Dr for in-home service 10 yeers experience
with Apple computers.
759-9870.

Going Out Of
Fabric Business
Fabrics
All Notions &
Assorted items

$1.00 yd.
Now

50% on

PARIS LANDING FABRIC SHP
Hwy. 79E • Paris Landing • 642-7369
Ow Mon.-Sat. 9-4, Cioaad Sundays

MATURE dependable fulltime kennel technician.
Some weekends, Salary
commensurate with experience Call Marilyn at
759-4141
NIGHT shift bartender for
Club 641, Puryear, TN. Part
time or full time, good pay
Apply 10-5, Mon-Sat

AN'
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Wanted

holies

753-4199
'tree ioca1 clam service'

020

ATTENTION MARRIED
WOMEN Contestants
wanted for Mrs Kentucky
America pageant For free
information,
call
800 688 8413 You must
ask for Judy

SERVICES

060

Insurance

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

753- 1916

CALL

8211
Legal
Rolla

Legal
Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertiser's are requested to
check the lirst Insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible tor only one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
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PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher- Pnce have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8 84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
210 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Artkies
For Sale

Commuters
OAK 8 black laminate computer desk with hie drawers, 8125 TV stand with
swivel top. $40. Call
759-1587 or 762-3217.
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ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night.

iy
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A
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1 SET of Hogan golf dubs,
1 console RCA swivel TV,
oak cabinet. 759-2557.

AAA POOLS- New '95 MUSSEL divers scuba diving equipment, tanks,
poets drastically reduced
for clearance sale! For ex- gauges, regulators, wet
ample 19'x31' O.D. pool suit Ski & speed boat. Marwith sunder*, fence & filter :lin, 16h inboard/ outboard,
only $988 complete, 100% 140hp Call 753-4790 or
financing. Hurry! Call Sue 436-5903
at 800-759-6058! Limited PRESSURE CLEANERS
areal
PSI 1150499. 20004399
BLACK 8 white sequined Honda contractor
strapless prom dress with 3500-$999, 4000-$1399,
all accessories, size 8, complete, factory direct,
lowest prices guaranteed,
$200. 753-7249.
catalog_ 24 hours,
COOKWARE SET- 17 800-333-9274.
piece waterless, greaseless, 7-ply surgical steel PROM Dresses Long Paconstruction! Retail geant style dress, beaded,
$1,400.00, now $309.00! teal green, with long
Free $250.00 fabulous sleeves, size 8, price $275.
Franciscan bone china set! Sapphire blue sequin
Member BBB! Warranty! dress,size 6,short sleeves,
price $200. Call 436-5496.
800-434-4628.
D & M MARKET coming to
life with onion sets, seed
potatoes, cabbage plants,
& other cold plants. The
prettiest Pansies anywhere. All here at D 8 M
Market, 403 Sycamore.
753-7483.

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length.
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.

DUNLOP golf dubs & bag,
used 3 times. 489-2511.

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE5,000+ sizes. 30x40x10,
$4,835; 40x60x14, $8,819;
50xp0x12, $9,512,
50x100x16, $15,670;
60x80x14, $14,290;
60x100x16,$17,619 Quality, service and excellence.
Free' brochures. Sentinel
Buildings, 800-327-0790.

EMERSON VCR,$50. Stationary bicycle, $20. Call
753-9957 after 6.
GILSON rear tine tiller w/
new 5hp Briggs 8 Stratton
motor, $300. 753-5413.

Real Estate & Personal Property
A lovely 100 year old home on a 2± acre tract. The property
is known as the Snow Place and is the first house south of
Whitlock Road on US Hwy.641 just north of Paris,TN. Mr.
& Mrs. Tanner will offer this remodeled country charmer at
auction on

Sat., April 13, 1996
Personal Property will sell at 10:00 a.m.
Real Estate offered at 12 Noon
This 4 bedroom
2 bath home
features a treated
wood dock around
an above ground
swimming pool.

JT

IJ

Open House
Sun., March 31
2-4 p.m.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down day of sale - balance at closing within 10 days.
Also offered will be the following items of personal property: 18 h.p.
Powerline riding mower,25" Curtis Mathis color Iv.,Kenmore washer,GE
refrigerator, self cleaning range, Hall China,antique Philco radio,2 trunks,
ice cream parlor set w/4 chairs, potato box, wicker room divider, glider/
rocker, 3 pc. sofa, coffee table, aquarium,cobblers bench,oak dining table
w/6 chairs, dry sink, pie safe, checker bench, 4 pc. wicker set, bedroom
suite, gas grill, patio furniture - other items not listed.
Terms on Personal Property: Complete settlement day of sale.
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FARRIS AUCTION &
ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY
TF W2121
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WERTERS
RRAY
S RE-

Max R. Dodd-Broker
(502)4924791
TL #2431
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18,000 BTU Kenmore window a/c unit, $225
753-8181 days, 753-0589
nghts

ANTIQUES: Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
2 SETS French doors,
492-8646 days, 753-1418
$150 per set 1 New vinyl
evenings
window 24x53, $100 1
CASH paid for good, used Antique white Curio, $100
rifles, shotguns, arid pis- 1 Antique white Credenza,
tols. Benson Sporting $100 1 Mans bicycle, $50
Goods, 519 S. 12th, 753-8191
Murray.
$555 POOLS POOLS
TOYS in good condition, $555- Free assembly on
Little Tykes or Fisher Price. new 19x31 family pool durCall Pager & leave number. ing early bird special. Includes deck, filter, liner
800-592-0367.
heating device and more!
WANTED Small amount of 100%
financing
acreage with or without im- 800-846-2725
provements.
901-593-5816
FACTORY CLEARANCE
WANT to buy used go-cart
SALE. All steel buildings,
Call 753-2486 & leave
24x36, 30x36, 60x90,
message
80x125. Save thousands.
supply.
GOLF cart for sale 1982 Limited
502-886-0588.
Elect club car w/new golf
cart trailer, $1 250 FOR Sale: Oak slabs,
901-644-0622
$5/bundle. 901-586-4450
after 6pm.
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17FT Amana freezer, reclining chair, bamboo
bandies, chest, glass top
table. Sft Oak mantle, set of
Call
World Books
753-8004

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., March 30, 1996 • 10:00 a.m.
1579 Mockingbird Ln. In Martin Heights - Murray, Kentucky
We are pleased to represent the estate of the late Dr. David Barrett in
conducting this auction of personal, vehicle and household property.
All items In this sale are well cared for and exceptionally nice.
Vehicles: 1994 Lincoln Town Car, white w/dark blue leather interior. This
show room sharp, low mileage, one owner Lincoln is a real gem. 1984
Chevy van 30 Camper Merry Milerjust waiting for your summer trip - with
all the extras this camper has all its original instructions and is in tip top
condition, 1977 Chevrolet Scottsdale pickup truck.
Furniture & Household Items:6 piece Martinsville bedroom suite, large
original oil by J. Thomas, framed Gilbert prints, dining table w/6 chairs,
overstuffed sofa & chair, teakwood tables, 20" color TV, floor & table
lamps, GE washer & dryer, VCR, CD player, several quality stereo
speakers, Kenmore vacuum cleaner, Revere Ware, Coming Ware, Milcass
china.
Office Equipment: executive desk & chair, Tandy 1000 PC,Tandy laptop
computer, typewriter, printing calculator, electronic Wizard, file cabinets.
Sports Equipment: tennis rackets, roller blades, racketball rackets, snow
skis & poles, scuba air tank wihamess & regulator.
Cameras: Asahi Honeywell Pentax 35 mm w/lenses, Pentax ME Super,
Polariod Spectra, camera tripod.
Guns: Ruger single six w/extra cylinder, Remington model 1100, 12 ga.
shotgun w13 chokes.
Tools/Lawn & Garden: Cub Cadet 1000 lawn tractor, Craftsman 8" table
saw, bench vise, wet/dry shop vac, Lincoln 225 amp arc welder, Black &
Decker saber saw, circular saw, Craftsman router whable, Poulan
chainsaw, battery charger. Matco tool chest, patio furniture, acetylene
torch, portable air tank,drill press w/stand, aluminum ladders. Many more
items not listed.
Terms: Cash day of sale.

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Richard Farris - Associate
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY
(502) 492-879r
Not aoponeibk for accidents Announcements day of aale take precedence ova all printed material

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

A

Thursday, April 4, 1996 - 4:30 p.m.
1556 Whippoorwill, Murray, KY
The Austins have sold their lovely home in Martin Heights and will soon
relocate out of state creating this wonderful opportunity to buy at auction. A
wonderful collection of quality, both old & new,from one of the areas finest
homes.
Selling Regardless of Price

SMALL utility trailer w/
sides, extra spare wheel 8
tire, nice $250. 753-3895.

TANNING BEDS- Wolff
and Sunmaster. Factory direct to public. Eliminate
middle man. Save hundreds. Money back guarantee. Home or commercial.
Easy payments. Free catalog. 800-Keep-A-Tan or
800-533-7282.

DINING table with 6 chairs,
good condition. 753-7394
QUEEN size Sealy Floatation mattress set & frame,
$100. 753-0126.

170

Vacuum
Owners

T

Antique & Collectible items: Victorian walnut fainting couch, Victorian
cradle, American Gun Co. 12 ga. double barrel shotgun, small oak roll top
desk, extra nice dry sink, chimney closet, primitive wood box, small
spinning wheel, Charlie Chaplin & other dolls, 2 wooden machinists tool
chests, Kings Crown glassware, Victorian ladies shoes, wooden dough
bowl, violin w/case, wooden duck decoy, water pump lamp,flat top trunk,
round walnut dining table w/porcelain casters,stoneware bedwarmer, brass
spittoon,cane bottom chairs,full length black bear mans coat, Harts homed
flatware (service for 8), Aladdin lainp, large handmade rug.
Feraltare & Household Items: New oak entertainment caner, oak
occasional tables,like new recliner,nice upholstered chair w/ottoman,extra
nice sofa, Viking sewing machine, silverplated serving pieces, ironware.
Appliances: Zenith System 3 stereo 25" color TV, heavy duty Kenmore
washer & dryer.
Lawn,Garden & Tools: Wooden work bench,Craftsman 6" drill press w/
stand, Craftsman Workmate, Craftsman table saw & 4" Jointer-Planer,.
wet/dry shop vac,Lawn Boy power mower,golf bag,nice gas grill,full set
of polio furniture including glider, lots of outside Christmas lights.
Terms. Cash day of Sale

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris-CAI Auctioneer
Richard Farris-Associate
"The Sound of Selling'
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY
(502)492-8796
Not reaponaikie fee academe Announcements del of ale take reredos= over all prided materiel.

e-111111111111Seemonsees------

•

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shotguns, Quality Leather Holsters, Ammas & Access
BHB Firearms. 436-2980

1904 BRILLIANT 28x60,
house roof & vinyl siding
3br, 2 bath, garden tub,
fireplace, Oak cabinets
Must be moved $44,000.
328-8217

SOLOFLEX w/all attach- 1- MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE- Singles and
ments & ski machine Call doubles.
Financing availafter 6, 759-9839
able Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Finan• cial Corporation of Kentucky 606-223-1010,
Fireweed
800-221-8204
A-FIREWOOD for sale '86 14x70, 2br, 2 baths, set
437-4667
up in Riviera Courts,
$10,000. 753-7206.
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down, refinancing,
equity loan. Free sellers
Musical
package, land or home
OLD Fender guitars 8 bas- loans Green Tree Finanses for side from the 50's, cial. 800-895-1900. Na60's and 70's Also old Fen- tion's leading mobile home
der amps. Why play a lender.
reissue when you can own
the
real
thing! WELL maintained 12x60,
gas heat, central air, 2br,
1-901-642-1464.
bath & , large deck, storWURLITZER Spinet piano. age bldg Located in Rivi$775. Call 753-0401.
era Courts,$6500 obo. Call
753-2635

Ell

210
Mleoellansous

WE move Mobile Homes
for the public Today's
Home, Benton, Ky.
502-527-5645

A
BEAUTIFUL
CANDLELIGHT- Old280
fashioned Wedding,
Mobilo
Smoky Mountain near GatNoma For Ront
linburg, overlooking river,
ts
horse-drawn carriage, cark
bins, jacuzzi, ordained ministers. No test or wailing
Heartland 800-448-8697 MOBILE home for rent
(VOWS).
502-474-2335

RENTED

ATTENTION- Get married NICE 12x65 south of Mayin the Smoky Mountains. field on 'A acre lot in subdiWeddings start at $99.00. vision, has garage, $300
We offer everything from plus deposit. 247-3145.
the tux to the limo. No
THREE prom dresses for
waiting, ordained minister.
285
sale: 1 Long white pageant
800-619-3397.
Noble
dress, size 6. 1 Long teal
Home Lots For Rent
satin prom dress, size 6. 1 ELEGANT SMOKY
Short whiter prom dress, MOUNTAIN WEDDINGS- MOBILE Home Village,
Seven years experience, $80/mo, water furnished.
size 6. 753-2465.
plan your special day with Coleman RE 753-9898
TOP soil- grade A dark top
us. Beautiful white chapel,
soil. You haul or we haul.
ordained ministers, no
3efl
Call 474-2779 or 753-5628.
blood test or waiting, *honBusiness
TWO 9'wx8'h garage eymoon lodging- PigeonRentals
A
doors. CaN 759-9120 or forge 900-408-8577, Gat.13x27 STORAGE bld for
linburg, 800-258-6797.
759-1390 ask for Bill.
rent Call for appointment
WATERBED super-single GET MARRIED- Smoky Rogers Enterprises,
size, w/acces, execeNent Mountains, elegant new 753-5140
condition. 759-1365 after 6. white chapel. Lovely
gazebo, affordable prices, 4 CAR garage shop for
WEDDING dress, beaded Christian services, com- rent 753-4509
bodice, short sleeve, off plete arrangements, honshoulder, long train, size 6. eymoon cabins, iacuzzis 641 STORAGE available,
Asking $275. Leave msg. and fireplaces. No tests or 4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25
753-5585.
901-232-8568.
waiting. 800-893-7274.
BUSINESS building, apWOLFF TANNING BEDS,
MYRTLE BEACH OCEANprox.6,000sq ft. 520 S.4th.
MONTEGO BAY- Home &
FRONT RESORT:- Spring
Office space & large shop
Commercial Units. Factory
from: $55 deity to $266 space, $700/mo, With dedirect. Financing available.
weekly. Centrally located.
posit. 753-1513 after 4pm.
90 days same as cash.
Indoor and outdoor pools
Units start as low as $109.
whirlpools, saunas, atrium, DOWNTOWN upstairs ofCall 803-247-4301.
tennis, playground, gamer- fice space on Court
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- oorns Sales: 2 bedroom- Square. Rent $95. Includes
utilities. 753-1266.
Buy factory direct and save. $65,000. 800-238-1181.
Residential, commercial, fi- '
ROMANTIC CANDLE- LARGE storage facility,
nancing. SonnenBraune, LIGHT WEDDINGS- 94E. Coleman RE,
Inc. 800-829-6533.
Smoky Mountains, or- 753-9898.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- dained ministers, elegant
NORTHWOOD Storage
Tan at home. Buy direct chapel, photographs, Morpresently has units availreceptions,
als,
videos,
and save! Commercial and
able. 753-2905 or
home units from $199.00. honeymoon cabins, fire753-7536.
Low monthly payments. places, secluded, kitchens,
Free color catalog. Call to- Jacuzzis, special packages, OFFICE or retail- 1000sq ft.
no waiting or blood test
day 800-842-1305.
Next to Faye's, 310 N 12th.
Gatlinburg, Tennessee 753-7743.
ZENITH camcorder, $375. 800-933-7464 or 800-WED
Glass top coffee table, $50. RING.
OFFICE space for lease,
Urge rain lamp, $50. His &
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
her bikes, $200/both. 'ROMANTIC 753-8302 or 753-9621.
GATLINBURG- Full ser
Prices firm. 753-0789.
vice weddings and renew- RETAIL or Office Space in
als. Rowers, professional S. Side Shopping Center.
photography, video, limou- 753-4509 or 753-6612.
sine, lodging. No blood test SHOP 32x50, 4 o/h doors,
GOOD used washer. Call or waiting. Ordained minis- gas heat, 9x12 office. 404
ters. Call Evergreen Wed- N. 4th St. $400/mo, $350
after 5, 753-7845.
ding
Chapel. w/o compressor. 753-3018.
WHIRLPOOL stacked 800-464-3401.120
washer & dryer, excellent
Apartments
condition, $450. 759-2310. WATER heaters, all have
2-4500 watt healing eleFor Rant
ment, 5yr guarantee on
160
glass lined tank. 42 Gal- 1,2,3BD apts. Furnished,
Home
$142.99, 50 Gal- $149.99. very nice near MSU. No
Furnishings
753-1252
pets.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
2 BARCALOUNGER re270
1704B OAKHILL, extra
diners. 1 Rocker, 1 wall
Meek
nice, 2br duplex. Available
hugger. Navy with small
Home For Salo
April 1. Lease & deposit
print 10mos old, perfect
condition, $600/both. 12x60 MOBILE home, 2 $400/mo. No pets
753-0814.
753-7443.
bedrooms, 1 bath, 2 lots
large outbuilding near lake, 1BR Apt. Please call
COMPLETE living room set $18,000 obo. 436-5794.
753-0472.
for $200. Sofa, love seat,
end
tables.
coffee table 8 2
4362360.

TWIN bed, box springs,
mattress. 753-7725.

•

For Root
Or Lams

RAINBOW, Kirby, Electrolux Vacuums. Wholesale
prices with warranties
502-462-3388.

411111
.
9111
1949 AVERY tractor with
Ift bush-hog, $1500
502-489-6101.
1995, 3930 FORD tractor
w/heavy duty farmhand
loader, $18,500. 753-6855.
35 MASSEY Ferguson &
equipment. 435-4031
46A MODEL John Deere
with cultivators. 435-5508.
4 ROW cultivator, 1411
Krause disk, '73 Dodge
grain tuck. 753-7845 after
5Pm

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Mar. 30, 1996 • 10 A.M.

PARIS,TN -355 Wry.69N • Across from Wells Tractor Co. Andrews
Discount Is overstocked. Doug Taylor Auction Urdu has been
commissioned to 1•11 their surpius property st public auction.
PARTIAL LISTING
4.8 wood siding + lathing material • assortment of vinyl siding •
moment of counter tops • foundation arts whieys • aluminum
shutters(assonad colors)•cabinet formica•tits of Mansard metal trim
(18 x 14 ft)•tar* tops•assortment a mirrors• mobile home intsrtr
and exterior doors • several 214s and 2.6. (assorted lengths) •
decorator glass for doors•aff *bane cook stoves•rang* hood vents
•mobile horns axles(new)+ metal mobia horns trim•water hamar•
carpet& vinyl remnants +cabinet doors+ fish(several boxes)•boxes
of planer•instal I wood bi-fold doom •sky lights•assorted pairs 8
stars•display stands•2elect furnaces•marble tops wanks•instal
desk •assorted cabinets•sheet rod pools(assoned cob's)• new
mamma(assorted)* mobile hornssting8 underpinning•kbarglass
underpinning + stainless steel sinks • vanity silts • awl tables •
several bath tubs • comer • round - abiong • octagon - gardens in
monad colors•Jacuzzi tits•assorted molding I sinJwood 8 vinyl)
•shower pans•lon al shingles•fireplace front•mobile horns trusses
145 i6 ads •220tstils saridarbsa & ask•200 and fus•boxes•110
AC • rota% much mom.
Tams Conditiorn • complete sedismail day of sale Cash or good
chock win proper ID andror laser of mai to Doug Taylor Auction
Service horn your bar* (unless personally known by The Auctioneer No captions) Announcements day of sale take precedence over
previously pnani material Not rasponsiba for accidents Lunch
available
For Information And Your Auction Weds Contao:

DOUG TAYLOR'
AUCTION SERVICE
Purser, Tovateso
(901)2474784
Lt. KY I TN 62027
Firm 51717
'Taylor Made Auction• At• flow

1BR, recently remodeled
Se & refrigerator turn
shed Deposit & reference
required Call after 4pm
1BR apt near campus, 753-0728
1303 Chestnut $250/mo
includes water No pets 2BR house near down
town, $275/mo plus depo
753-8767
so 753-1513 after aprn
1BR close to University &
hospital,some utilities paid
753-8756
28R,stove & refrig, storage
1 OR 2br apts near down- building, 12 miles north
west of Murray, $300 plus
town Murray 753-4109
deposit 437-4386
1 SLEEPING room, 1614
Olive, walk to MSU, utility 3 BEDROOM, 1',6 bath
central gas hia, garage,
furnished Coleman RE.
appl including dishwasher
753-9898.
1406 Sycamore, fenced
2BR Apt, 1601 Olive, yard $575 /me, lease, de
posit Available July
492-8225
753-8734
2BR Duplex, carport & storage, $475/mo. Lease & deposit. 753-7951.
2BR Handicapped Apt 3BR, 1'4 bath. 306 Broach
available. Must be 62yrs, Appliances including
handicapped or on Social washer & dryer 1 Blk from
Security. 492-8721 or MSU. Cute. $575/mo
Lease, deposit. 753-8734
502-527-8574.

1 BA Apts. $185-$285/mo
No pots Call 753 8848 before 8pm & ask for Van

2BR upstairs apt 4 miles
from Murray on Hwy 121
South No pets $285/mo •
$285 dpoposit 489-2296
EFFICIENCY & 2Br apt. No
pets. Available now. Close
to campUs. 753-5980 after
5 caN 753-1203
FURNISHED or unfurnished apts, 1 or 2br. No
pets. Zimmerman Apts.
753-6609.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland MAIN Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included. rem based on income. 62 & older, or handicap & disabled_ Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

LARGE 2br, Duplex, Irving
room, kitchen, bath, gas
heat. 631 N 4th, $375/mo.
753-8767, 753-2339.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity.
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments. Apply in person
1:30pm-4pm. Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NICE 2br brick duplex, 3
miles east on Hwy 280_
Water furnished, $275/mo
plus deposit. 753-1513 after 4pm.
NICE 2br, upstairs, stove &
refrig, carpeted. No pets
$275 plus deposit. Day
753-1953, nights
753-0870.
NICE furnished room for
rent in a beautiful home.
$290/mo includes utilities.
753-3642.

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40,mo 759 4081
370
Livestock
Supplies
10YR aid Red Dunn mare
very good natured Kid
broke, $1600 obo, 1yr old
stud colt Medicine Hat
Paint Must sell, $1800 obo
435 4003
1995 12F1 Ponderosa
stock trailer, excellent con
Moon 753 8965 after 4 30
4YR old Paint gelding
14hh, 1700 489 2275
8YR Old pony colt saddle
753225
GOAT pony 8 saddle
435 4389
HI-NAG mineral $995 per
500 Farmers Farmacy.
vieland Center 759 2248

380
3 BR, 2 bath, garage, plus
Pets
workshop, central gas h/a,
& %polies
cute. Appliances including
washer & dryer 1619 135 GAL fish aquarium
Miller 2 Blocks from MSU $250 753-0115
Available May 1st.
DOG obedience classes or
$600/mo, lease, deposit, private Serving Murray 14
no pets. 753-8734.
years 436-2858
3BR plus study, 1704
MALE Ronweiler, yr old,
Ridgewood. Appliances in- Pedigree with papers Adult
cluding dishwasher. 1.11e
families only, $200
neighborhood. $520/mo, 753-5628
lease, deposit, no pets
PET rats for sale Bring own
Available late May
753-8734.
carrier 759-2146

NOTICE
If you have brought in pictures
to the Classified Dept. for birthdays, Grandparent's Day &
etc. please stop by and pick
them up.
Thank You
Classified Dept.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, April 13 • 10:00 a.m.
LOCATION: Approximately 10 miles
West of Cadiz off U.S. 68 In Canton
Heights, III. See Signs.
Misc. Equipment Auction
1976 Chevy 1 ton Truck with Dump Body,
Ditch Witch model R-40A four wheel drive
Trencher with 4 cyl. Ford water cooled gas
engine with backhoe, Dual axle 17' Ditch Witch
Trailer model T-6, Dual axle 15' custom built
trailer, Road Boring machine, track and augers. Large 3 phase dehumidifier, Approximately 840'of Galvanized 2 Steel Pipe, other
misc. items.
TERMS: Cash or Check with proper I.D.

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing: Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No
phone calls please_ Equal
Housing Opportunity.

Owner: Barkley Lake
Water District
Phone 924-5616 or 522-8425
Gilbert Flood
Auctioneer

Steven Turner
Appr. Auctioneer

Real Estate Auction
Sat., March 30, 1996 at 10 a.m. at the late Kim
Scott property. From Murray, Ky. take 121
North to Stella take Hwy.299 to Kirksey, Ky.,
turn west on 464, follow to Hwy. 1836 North,
follow to auction. From Mayfield, Ky. take
Hwy.464,follow to Hwy.1836 North. Watch for
auction signs at Hwy. 1836.
Selling a 70 acre farm ± approx. 25 acres tillable,
some marketable timber. This is a hunters paradise. Do not miss this auction.
Terms:20% down day ofauction, balance in 30 days
with passing of deed. This auction held jointly with
Paschall Real Estate.

Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Auctioneer 435-4144
ESTATE

errICl1NT

Sat., March 30, 1996 at 12 noon at the home of the late Mr.
Johnnie Leon Robinson, 711 Goodwin St., Murray, Ky. one
block off Glendale Road and So.9th. Watch for auction signs.
Like new riding lawn mower,electric start 545 Hydro 15 h.p.43" deck
with bagger.This mower was bought new by Mr.& Mrs. Robinson and
has only been used 30 hourson meter.New lawn ferti1 izer - nice wheel
barrow. like new portable air compressor - new set of tire chains gasoline edger.bench grinder and large shop vise on portable stand 4'/1" Craftsman grinder. 3 electric drill motors - steel bits. electric
screw driver - gas line trimmer - gas blower - hand saw - hack saw framing square - drop cords - ext. cords - Craftsmen sockets &
wrenches - Box end wrenches - adjustable wrenches - screw drivers grease guns - hammers - car ramps - pressure spray - car jack - oil
filter wrenches.draw tight hitch thatfits a Caprice Classic - shovels rakes - battery charger - jack stands - manual winch - 8' aluminum
step ladder - mole trap - nice double blade axe - ice cream freezer lawn seeder - push mower - and much more. Auction held rain or
shine. Not res.opsible for accidents. Auction conducted by

Dan Miller Auction Service
435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
Dan Miller-Darrell Ileane-Terry Paschall Auctioneers
"My Service Diu•sn't Cost, It raN s"

1' }
•• •

•
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Carport Sale

Community
Yard Sale

Fri. 29 & Sat. 30
8 am -5 p.m.
Lynn Grove, from
Murray Sit west left
at blinking light 112
mile on right.

inside office building at Calloway Gardens, 1505 Diuguid
Dr.
Thurs. 27, Fri. 29
& Sat. 30

Wicker, craft supplies, knick knacks,
smaN curio cabinet.

Linens. clothes glassware
antique quilt and many
good items New items
each day
Rain or Shine!

Rain or Shine

Moving Sale
Frt. & Sat
2 miles Kirksey Rd.
from Stella on right.
All kinds hems from lormai living room couch &
loveseat, den furniture,
microwave, apt. reIng.,
220 air cond., stationary
bicycle, odds & ends,
etc Priced to sell 080.

753-6849

Moving/
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-7
Cancel if rain
121 N. to Coldwater,
follow the signs.
Dishes, clothes, furniture and misc.

Yard Sale
1502 Parklane
3-30-96
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Cancel If Rain
Children's shoes and
clothing for summer
and winter seasons,
assorted items.
No Early Birds

208 irvan St.
Friday & Saturday
7:00 Lm. -?
Clothes, rocking chak,
baskets, owl collectibles, stuffed animals,
new JCPenney curtains and much, much
more!

-110

Yard Sale
604,/• Broad Ext.
March 29 & 30
8-4
Fisher Price toys, kids
clothes, some furniture,
double stroller, 5 car
seats, carpet steamer,
vacuum, Kenwood kens
stereo speakers, and lots
TOM.
Canal If rain.
No *any birds pious!

Garage
Sale
Oaks Estates
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Misc., some
furniture.

Huge 3 Family
Yard Sale

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. Ill ?
Lett at bank in Hazel,
look for signs.
Infant to toddler
clothes, baby items

Garage Sale
(In the barn)
641 N. to right on Hwy.
1824, Immediate right
on Boggess Rd. 1st
barn.
All day Friday
Saturday until
noon.
Doors endows tars horses,
al sorts of stuff Corne see what
you can find

Rain or Shine

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

-Need Extra
Cash?
Run a Classified.-

Red
175 ACRES,6 miles west
of Murray Beautiful building sites, 48K. 435-4645.
6+ ACRES, 1/, moles west
of Southwest Elementary
School, $54,000
435-4367
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. It
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous. and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Udderback - construction busy - an already established
subdivision. Family setting - less than a mile from
N. School, N. 641, golf, restaurants, skating rink,
Dale's Auto Repair, close to new Kroger, future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - far
enough away for the quiet life. Reasonably priced a few left at S12,500!
Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001

HALEY'S
(7, Uglpfluck
_1

Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
1 1 2 SO. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

tiosi"-- -7111-

I

Apple Pie Condition - Two bedroom,one bath on
the outskirts of Murray. New vinyl in kitchen, new
10x12 deck to be added. Nicely decorated, one car
attached mirage. S63.500.00 GREY'S PROPERTIES MLS113500103

•
ir"rdWi"IWe
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

GATESBOROUGH, abr. 4
bath. 2 story. 4100/+ sq ft
Lots of extras. Walnut cabinets, Conan baths,
decks, gazebo. sprinkler
system, large game room
study. 753-5940,
436-5946

a Maas
'91 FORD Crown Victoria
LX, 57xxv miles, red,
$8,000. Can be seen at
919, N 18th St. or call
753-8083

IN City, approx. 1800aq ft,
large 2br, 2 bath, formal
dining, lame famdy room
wffireplace, central h/a,
many custom features,
$88,500. Must see.
753-8191.

1901 CHEVY Lumina, 4dr,
VS motor, great condition,
$4500. 489-6121
1992 HYUNDAI Excel.
78xxx miles, $660.00
down, $218.00 per month
Bad Credit or No Credit
Almost anyone Qualify
Williams Used Cars, Hazel,
Ky. 492-8898, 492-8873.

LAKE wee, almost new,
3br, 2 baths, 3.40 acres. 1993 DODGE Shadow ES,
Mid 90's Serious inquiries black with gray interior,
only. No Realtors. sunroof, am/fm cassette,
54xxx miles, $6300 obo.
436-59133
762-4904 leave message
Executive
new
NEARLY
Style home with ceramic 1904 FORD Escort, 8xxx
Ber-Ber carpet, top miles, color white, 1 owner
quality wallpaper through- Can 753-4590 after
out 4I3R, 2'4 baths, with 230pm
2'h car detached garage 86 FORD Taurus, good
with a finished 16'x30'
tires, new transmission
game room above. No
759-2082.
Realtors please 753-2339
89 CAVALIER Z24
753-7976

SOLD

%.olso ta•ka a..

WELL maintained 3br, 1
bath, brick wNinyl, 2 car
garage, on large lot in town
Price $58,500. Serious inquiries only. 753-6673.
d70

.145

Yeas
1991 GMC box van, model
3500. New Eagle lift, automatic with a/c. Excellent
condition, $13,500. Air
Care Mfg. 474-8346 or
1-800-474-8346.

435

Motorcycles
'79 FORD Clutnvay, good
1981 GL 500 Honda body, MOW & tires Looks
Silvenving, new battery, good inside & out, $1800
BEAUTIFUL wooded lake rear tire & windshield, 436-5585. Jim.
front lot, deep year around $1295 obo. 753-0331.
water. Close to Murray. Re500
stricted subdivision. In- 1989 YAMAHA V-Max,
Used
the.
stalled waterline. 7500 miles, $3650
*Woks
759-4410.
Cal 753-1623 after 5pm.
1964 2T FORD cabover,
FOR Sale: Three lots and 1993 YAMAHA Timbenvoif good shape, good tires.
mobile home in Pine Bluff 250 4 wheeler, nice
502-474-2335.
Shores. Asking $15,000. 753-5033 after 5pm.
1964 FORD pickup, cusCall 436-2642 after 4pm. 1994 XR-100, $950
tom cab, short bed, auto,
LAKE E3ARKLEY, KY- Final 753-3869
new 429 engine, no rust,
closeout sale. Save thou390
new paint Runs good,
sands on beautiful lake acmust sell, $1050 obo.
cess property. 1 to 6 ac
Cwe
767-0508.
from $5,900. Hurry, selling.
fast! They'll be gone by
Spring! Call today
1979-231 Jayco
800-858-1323, ext 1067.
Lake
Property

WANT to purchase Lake
front property with or without house. 1-800-484-8079
pins 1630 after 6pm
MO

Lots
For Sale
4 ACRE building lots in a
already established subdivision, less than a mile to:
North school, 641 N, skating rink or across from Sullivan's Golf Course. Call
Grey's at 759-2001 or
753-5628
4 LOTS with trees in Gatesborough. Beautiful prime
Ky Lake lot with dock.
753-7249.
9 PRIME building lots, including comer lot in Preston Heights Subdivision,
located behind Gatesborough. AN underground city
utilities, some with trees.
They won't last long!!! Call
753-2339, ASAP!
LOT in Spring Creek Oaks,
$25,500 firm. 753-8191.

Whispering Meadows
Subdivision •IL

SNOB

Name
For Side

Public
Sae • •

Public
Sale

Public
Sea

530

53)

.110

410

410

•

THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PRIME building lots, some
w/trees, all underground
utilities, natural gas. Joins
Oaks Country Club.
753-4010, 435-4226,
460
Homes
For Sale
2 STORY brick, 4br, 24
bath. Quality construction.,
759-2571, 435-4040,
435-4013
2YR OLD home, 4 miles
from town in Oakwood Terrace Subdivision off Oaks
Country Club Rd. 3BR, 2
full baths, 2 car garage,
large lot & lots of extras,
$110,000 firm. Serious
buyers only please.
753-4761.
3BR, 1 bath, in town.
Electric heat, central air,
1500sq ft. Fruit trees, double garage, outbuildings.
753-8161 after 5.
4BR, 2'h bath, 2 story
brick, 2700sq ft ind. 2 car
garage, large game room/
study, formal dining room,
large living room with fireplace. Large lot with fenced
back yard, inside city limits
Southwest school district.
753-4874.
APPROX 3760sq ft, 1'4
story, on 8 acres, approx. 4
miles from town. 38R, 2
bath, large rec room or
extra br upstairs, 2 car garage, 30x30 shop, 10x15
utility shed. 753-3078.
BY Contractor: New 4br,
24 bath house w/3 car
garage Deluxe horne with
all amenities. You must see
this one Call 753-3903.
BY OWNER:3br brick, 1'4
bath, large family room, living room, utility room, 1 car
garage 3 ACree and a Butler building, west of Murray
435-4277

BY Owner- Custom designed and built for quality,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
energy efficiency and
openness, 3br, 24 bath, 1
• Drop by and see our showroom
acre lot. Quiet neighbordim SUNBUFIY MURRAY (Bersod Bunny BratlatIl
753 5940
hood, many extras Shown
-t by appoinettent. 753-9778
••AN.
•

'4500"
RV
1982-Mercedes
'3500°'
Benz
1985-Chevy truck
short wheel base.
1971 VW Super
Beetle clean.
Car Caddy
5 Acres Lakeview
lot level bldg. site
cleaned off.

436-5054
1981 FORD Mustang, burgandy, 90xxx miles, runs
good, $1100. 759-2310.
1982 BUICK Regal V6,
automatic, $1395 obo. Can
be seen at 500 So. 4th.
753-6450.
1982 FORD Mustang 5.00ter rebuilt stock engine,
Sap, Silver, T-tops, $3800.
Call after 6:00pm,
474-8340.

1985 CUTLASS Cierra,
$350.00 down,$218.00 per
month. Bad Credit or No
Credit. Almost Anyone
Quality. Williams Used
Cars, Hazel, Ky. 492-8898,
492-8873.

144 • RICHLINE, semi-V. DAVID'S Cleaning Ser1984 RANGER. 1967 18hp Evinrude. heavy duty vices, *Cleaning vinyl sidChevy. 1992 Dodge, 5rip, trailer, extras, nice $2200 ing, homes, mobile homes,
V6,42xxx miss. 435-4301
boats, brick driveways,
Cal 759-1861
parking lots, all exterior
19674 RUNNER SF15, Sap, 14FT Aluminum Jon boat
cleaning, acid cleaning
$5500 7594683
with 18hp Evinrude motor & available David Borders,
Wallet 474 2789 after 4pm Insured, Completely Mo14FT Jon with trailer, bile Phone 502-759-4734
1988 TOYOTA 4ojil, 4sp, 9.4 hp motor, trolling mow, Cellular 502-853-1108
79xxx miles, new set of locator, jacket & battery.
tires, excellent condibon, $600 firm 436-2930 after DRYWALL. finishing, re
pars, additions and Mow$3750. 492-8859.
430
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
1989 FORD BRONCO 4x4- 1989 20FT Hydrostream
White with blue interior, Fish & Ski, 2001p Evinrude, FOUR Star Mobile Home,
auto, P/S, P/B, V-8. Runs 2 LCR's, good condition, parts & service. Evertock
and drives great! $7500 Will consider any vinyl underpining. lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
$4,975.00. Phone trade or offer 489-2250.
grey 492-8488.
504-875-4060. Dealer.
24FT Pontoon boat '89
1992 MAZDA 2200 pickup, model boat & motor Call HANDYMAN Company.
We do it al. Repair, replace
automatic, like new, 1 after 6, 759-9839
install or build. Special on
owner, 53xxx miles. 1501
CELEBRITY BOATS- vinyl siding soffit and facia.
Oxford Dr. 753-6103.
18ft-31ft, many in stock Call today 474-8621.
Starting as low as $12,995 HANDYWORK/odd jobs
and up Bear Creek Boat wanted No job too small
1993 SILVERADO Z-71, Works 800-3549501
Just give us a call
swb, red, loaded
759-1184.
753-6415
J and R Roofing 759-9629.
530
1994 S-10 CHEVY LS,
753-0729
Services
34xxx mi, $9500
Offered
KITCHEN CABINET RE759-1776
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, FACING Make your old
ZR2
S-10
CHEVY
1995
new again with Formica. AN
SERIES, ext cab, 4wd, stump removal, tree spray- colors, free estimates.
ing,
hedge
landtrimming,
wheels & tires, 19xxx
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
miles, $21,000 obo. Cal scaping, mulch hauling & KY 436-5560.
mulch spreading, gutter
171-8704 shoe 8pin.
cleaning Licensed & in- LAMB Brother Home Im'91 CHEV swb red Silver- sured, Full line of equip- provements, remodeling,
ment, Free estimates Tim additions, roofing, siding
ado 753-7976
Lamb
436-5744, free estimates. 436-2269.
1-800-548-5262.
LAMB Brothers Tree Ser510
A-1 Tree professionals vice, stump removal,sprayCowen
Stump removal, tree spray- ing Licensed & insured,
ing, serving Murray, Callo- Free
estimates.
1978 WILDERNESS 21ft way County since 1980. 5 0 2 - 4 3 6 - 5 7 4 4 ,
awning,
camper, a/c,
Free estimates 436-2247 1-800-548-5262.
shower, good condition, or 492-8737.
LAWNMOWING. Reason$2700. 489-2740.
A & A Lawn Care, mowing, able rates. 753-2715.
camVEGABON
32'
1994,
hauling, tree trimming.
LAWN Mowing. Billy Pasper, used once, self conFree Estimates. Mark
chall. 502-753-2943.
tained, like new, lots of Lamb
436- 5791,
extras. 759-4471.
436-2528.
LEE'S CARPET CLEANNICE garage kept 1977 ALCOA siding, replace- ING Furniture • carpets •
Concord motor home on a
ment windows, metal roofs. spot removal • free estiChevy chassis,454 engine, showcase exteriors mates. 753-5827.
400 auto trans, 64xxx
753-3532
LICENSED for electric and
miles. Call 753-0380 if no
753-7203.
gas
junk
hauling,
around
ALL
answer leave message.
clean up, cleaning out L & L Lawn Service. Comsheds, gutters, yard work, mercial or Residential. 10
tree work Reasonable Years experience, guaranRates Joe 436-2867
teed professional work &
ALL Brands, ZEBS VCR free estimates. Call
REPAIR Prevent damage, 753-6289

Does The Exterior Of
Your Home Need A Good
Spring Cleaning?
If So Give Us A Call

502-753-6490

Lewis Exterior
Cleaning
Gordon Lewis - Owner
Quality Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service
Gutter CleariWg d
Mulch Hauling
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

Brome
Tree Service

Tree Trirnming
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hauling, Etc
Full Line of
EquOment

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

1985 98 OLDS Regency
Brougham, leather interior,
burgandy in color. 1986
Nissan Pulsar, automatic,
burgandy in color, great car
for teenager. Call
502-527-1859.
1985 CHRYSLER Fifth Avenue, fair condition, $3200
753-4348 after noon.

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

MIDWAY Lawn Service.
Will rake, mow, haul away
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., debris. 492-8476 after 5.
foundations, slabs, sidew- MIDWAY Vinyl Service.
alks, driveways, buildings. Vinyl siding, decks & paremodeling, repairs. AGC tios Free estimates.
certified 489-2214
492-8476 after 5.
ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install
quality Channel Master antennas, rotors, and amplifiers Beasley's Antenna
Service, Buchanan.
901-642-4077.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair d' custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery. Murray.
436-5560.
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship_ Affordable
rates 753-7860.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 alter 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushtlogging.
Gerald Carroll- owner
502-492-6159
MOODY'S 1.40Wer Repair.
Time for spring tune-up.
Pickup & delivery.
753-5668
MOORES Siding. Roofing
& Decks. Quality workmanship and low rates guaranteed. 753-9299 or
559-5786.
MULCH,delivered. Murray.
436-5560.
PAINTING, interior, exterior. Roofing, home repairs,
cleaning. Free estimates.
436-5032.
PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair, induding thawing water lines.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.
PLUMBING repairs, last
service. 436-5255.
PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair, induding thawing water lines.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.

RW Home Repair. Small
repairs done at small rates.
753-3557-
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SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

IC

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

14/I
7-

SI

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimatgps. Vise/MC
accepted. 753-0530

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

SIX puppies, 'A Border
COMPLETE Remodeling
Collie black & while, good
end insurance Repair.
with children. 753-5166 or
Free estimates. Call
753-4070.
753-7617.

560
Free
COMO

‘111.1111.111111 I 11111
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Contractor or Nome Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing

1988 HONDA CRX Si, 5sp,
new stereo, moon roof,
101xxx miles, well maintained, $4200. 759-2491.

Licensed Master Plumber

Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

ocio6e 436-266ii I
ir

1989 I3UICK Skylark, extra
nice, 80xxx miles with air,
$550 down, $205 per
month. Williams Used
Cars, Hazel, Ky. Office
Home
492-8898,
492-8873.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

SUMNER ROOFING CO.

1989 ESCORT GT, black,
Sap, 66xxx miles, 1 owner,
excellent condition, $4100
Serious inquiries only Call
759-4174

Let one call do it all for industnal, commercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farm
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdown.
We are licensed IN Murray, bonded awd burred.
AU employees are covered under workers comp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co.
We are ready to serve you!

1990 CADILLAC, excellent
condition, $9,000
753-0789.
1990 CHEVY Lumina,
while, all power, 146,xxx
highway miles, regularly
serviced, looks and runs
great, $3800 Call
753-4522.

Sumner Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY
1-800-270-0479 or 502-235-5979 (...1...)

WOODSICTit'S
Curtis Smith, Craftsman
(502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax
Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom. Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles
•

Members of the American Heart Association's golf committee met
recently to finalize plans for the first celebrity golf tournament. The
tournament will be held May 17 at the Murray Country Club. For more
information contact Danny Evitts.

MSU offers calligraphy course
Murray State University is offering the opportunity for interested
individuals to learn calligraphy in a
six-week course. In this community
education course the basic and most
popular "italic" hand will be explored for both beginning and intermediate students. Upper and lower
ease letters will be demonstrated in
class with some take-home practice
sheets.
Marilyn Alberts, the instructor
for the course, will present-students
with opportunities to utilize their
calligraphy skills through activities
such as addressing an envelope,
creating personalized stationary,
designing a monogram and lettering
a quotation.

Alberts became interested in cal-

ligraphy when she had to address
300 invitations to her own wedding.
She believes that anyone with an
appreciation for beautiful writing
qualifies as a student for this class.
Calligraphy is scheduled on consecutive Tuesday evenings beginning April 9 and continuing through
May 14. Class will be held from 7-9
p.m. in the Collins Center for
Industry and Technology. The registration fcc of $75.00 includes all
class supplies such as pens,ink, nibs
and practice paper.
For more information or to register for this course,contact the office
of community education at 7622160 locally, or toll-free at 1 (800)
669-7654.

r

•

CAI

ROOFING and painting, intenor, (manor, etc. 25yrs
experience. 10% Discount
Senior Citizens 474-0107.

B & G Lawn Service. MowWALTER'S Contracting,
ing, trimming, etc.
Gerald Walters, owner.
759-9103, 753-8257.
Vinyl siding, painting,
BOB'S Plumbing Service. decks, additions, roofing,
All work guaranteed. Free 20yrs experience, free estiestimates. 436-5832 or mates. 753-2592.
753-1134
WILL do roofing & c:arpenBUSH hogging, finish mow- try work 436-5043 ask for
ing & trimming, garden and David.
yard tilling. 492-8530.
WILL mow yards in town.
CARPET CLEANING. Free estimates. Will clean
Emergency water removal. garages or sheds, haul to
Serving Murray since 1971. city dump. Call Robert
Call Lee's 753-5827.
753-2163.
CARPET Cleaning, $25.00
Standard size room. Free
deordorizing. 436-2654.
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502-759-9672

1988 FORD Taurus wagon,
120xxx miles, $2300 obo
489-2212

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

we clean tapes, accessories sold. 759-5066.

I •
CONSTUCTiON WORK.
Decks, porches, garages.
carports, additions, vinyl,
etc. Frilio Ellie/Wes. All
work Guaranteed. Call
Larry McBride at 438-2102.

630 N. 40, St. (Neat to Lasuter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS-4NC.

1988 FIREBIRD, blue w/
gray inter., V6, auto, great
condition, $3800. Call
435-4286 anytime.

1990 NEW YORKER 5th
Avenue, Mark Cross
leather pkg very dean,
fully loaded, new set of
Michelin tires, $8950
492-8282.
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Thirty years ago
Max B. Hurt, James Garrison,
Ray Broach, Dan Hutson and
Bethel Richardson are new directors of Murray Chamber of Commerce. New officers are Garrison,
president, Galen Thurman, vice
president, James C. Williams,
secretary, and Broach, treasurer.
Mrs. Sylvia Atkins of Kentucky Department of Child Welfare
spoke on "Juvenile Delinquency"
at a meeting of Hazel PTA.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Yates,
March 8.
Mrs. Wayne Hardie presented a
lesson on "Yeast Breads" at a
meeting of Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at her home.
Forty years ago
Hafford Adams, Lester Nanny,
Charles Johnson and Otis D.
Cohoon are new officers of
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans.
Murray City Judge Bob
McCuiston said two drunks and
one drunken driver were arrested
over the weekend in Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Ward, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Gardner, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth.
Mrs. H.C. Corn presented a
program on "50 Years in Argentina" at a meeting of Christian
Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church. New CWF
officers are Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk,
Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. L.M.
Overbey, Mrs. R.H. Robbins and
Mrs. Davy Hopkins.

DEAR ABBY.'

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 28, the 88th day of 1996. There arc 278
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 28, 1979, America's worst commercial nuclear accident
occurred inside the Unit Two reactor at the Three Mile Island plant
near Middletown, Pa.
On this date:
In 1797, Nathaniel Briggs of New Hampshire patented a washing
machine.
In 1834, the U.S. Senate voted to censure President Jackson for the
removal of federal deposits from the Bank of the United States.
In 1854, during the Crimean War, Britain and France declared war
on Russia.
In 1896, the opera "Andrea Chenier," by Umberto Giordano premiered in Milan, Italy.
In 1930, the names of the Turkish cities of Constantinople and
Angora were changed to Istanbul and Ankara.
In 1939, the Spanish Civil War ended as Madrid fell to the forces of
Francisco Franco.
In 1941, novelist and critic Virginia Woolf died in Lewes, England.
In 1942, during World War 11, British naval forces raided the Nazioccupied French port of St. Nazaire.
In 1943, composer Sergei Rachmanino(f died in Beverly Hills,
Calif.
In 1969, the 34th president of the United States, Dwight D. Eisenhower, died in Washington at age 78.
In 1978, a nuclear chain reaction began inside the Unit Two reactor
at Three Mile Island.
In 1982, voters in El Salvador went to the polls for a constituent
assembly election that resulted in victory for the Christian Democrats,
led by President Jose Napoleon Duarte.
Ten years ago: Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi presided over a
rally in which he proclaimed victory over the United States in a justended confrontation in the Gulf of Sidra. (The demonstrators danced
around, then killed, a black-and-white ox with the name "Reagan"
written on it.)
Five years ago: Tens of thousands of supporters of Boris N. Yeltsin
marched in Moscow in defiance of President Mikhail S. Gorbachev's
ban on rallies. Fire seriously damaged the U.S. Embassy in Moscow.
Former President Reagan declared his support for the so-called
"Brady Bill" requiring a seven-day waiting period for handgun
purchases.

DEAR

CROSSWORDS
47 Baseball
team
49 Bellow
50 Formal fight
52 Part in play
54 'Thelma and
Louise" star
(inits.)
55 Grimes ID
.56 Expurgation
59 Marlo's dad
(inits.)
61 Mel Gibson
film
63"— with
Wolves"
65 Fluff the hair
66 Ancient
Jewish
ascetic

ACROSS

HERE,GARFIELP, TRY THIS
COFFEE. IT'S ESPRESSO

WELL,WHAT
DO 400
THINK?

WHY THE
PINKY
CUP?

fra

I'LL LET YOU
KNOW AS SOON
AS
BACK
TEETH STOP
WIGGLING

MALLARD FILLMORE
prino- Stag, lb:
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IMMed
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1 Faucet
7 Actress
Moore. et al.
12 "The —"
(Baldwin
film)
13 Garland
15 — and fro
16 Rotator
18 Tellurium
symbol
19 Grable ID
,C,1 Unexpected
difficulty
22 Ear-Ma —
24 Civil rights
leader
26 "—
Stalkings"
28 Indian weight
29 Frequent
31 — pencil
33 Artificial
language
34 Alike
36 Performs
38 Newton ID
40 Domesticate
42 — Davis, Jr.
45 Charged
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Sylvia Brings Home the Bacon
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may he a "soul-searching expelia‘e changed forever
rience" for some, it could he
(fur fannIN, IA mild like to lie able
something else for others.
to lat.•111 iii her %ming v‘iiincii in these
People keep love letters for a cirt-wir-t.iiite--. 1)111 ;AI. don't know.
variety of reasons, hut it's a how, ti. get -.tailed. Abby DO you
pretty good het that there is an ha % e any suggestions'.And %could
underlying sentimental reason. you please print the 1k.11-11111g signs
This is the private business of ofan alio-set. a-LI:aim" the keeper — why must it be
'I't Hf LATE.: IN TEXAS
"explained?
LATE: Please
accept my deepest sympathy on
the tragic loss of your grand\'t11
I /EAR ADDY I sell 11 kill
daughter. I'm sure there are
many ways in which you could
DAILY COMICS
help other young women in
CONTRACT BRIDGE
abusive relationships. The most
obvious would be to explore
BLONDIE
what help is available to battered and homeless women in
THIS iS WHAT I LIKE EST!
I
WAS
WRONG...
ALL TUCKED IN SNUG ANL,
your city and find out what
ACTuALLY, THIS 15
WARM WITH A GOOD
WHAT
I
LIKE
5551
their immediate needs are —
1
East dealer.
Had
Sylvia
now
drawn
East's
last
BOOK TO REA0!
Neither side vulnerable.
trump by playing the king— as she shelter,'clothing, funds to tide
NORTH
fully intended.to do — she would them over. You might also con•6 5 3 2
surely have gone down one,eventu- sider contacting victims' rights
AP A
ally losing two club tricks regardless groups.
• 10 9 5 2
of how she continued.
K 654
But when Sylvia reached for the
DR. GOTT
WEST
EAST
king of spades, she accidentally
—
4Q109
played the card next to it, the eight Hi Peter II. Gott.
'11 7 6 5 2
11 K QJ 984 3 of spades. East thus found himself
DEAR DR idyll' My wile, 42, had
•A K J 3
•Q 8 7
on lead with the queen and was
QJ 98 7
+—
forced to return a heart. Sylvia dis- a seilwre in 1994 that her doctor
to alcohol withdrawal She
SOUTH
carded a club from her hand as she attributed
was placed on Dilantin. and the
CATHY
4 A K J 874
ruffed in dummy, bringing about Department of Motor Vehicles
IP 10
this position:
WELCOME TO
NONSENSE! TOSS THIS 1.01TH1 7-IT 'TAKES ME AN
SUITS ARE
WOMEN
revoked her driver's license. She cow
•6 4
North
5PRiNG '96!
BORING.
DON'T HAVE THAT! PLA4 WITH COLOR! HOUR TO GET READY
tinues to test -sub therapeutic." and
+ A 1032
• 10
THE SEASON
SEPARATES
TIME TO LET YOUR imA&IPJATUN 00
the DMV will -not refurn her license
ALL I HAVE TO The bidding:
•K 65 4
OF
EXPRESS A
EXPRESS WILD AND `10U CAN CREATE WHEN
until her dfictor s:lys it's OK for her to
DO IS FIND THE TWO East
South West North
West
East
SEPARATES!
WOMAN'S
A3Eu1 OUTFIT EVER4 DA4
AN4 MORE
drive. She's had WI more seizures and
•J
4 IP
34
4
IN LESS THAN AN HOUR!! HALVES OF THE SUIT!! 3V
Immaterial
iNOWID(1IS alcohol free She doesn't want to
AL1T4
ALIT4.
Opening lead — king of diamonds. +QJ 98
remain on medication for the rest of
_
her life. What's the alt44-native"
It was a constant source of wonSouth
der to the members of the club that
•K
READER Your wife, who
Sylvia, who was very accident-prone,
+A 103
has engaged in alcohol abuse, suffered
could so often capitalize on this infirDespondently,Sylvia crossed to a seizure that may have been caused
mity and produce astonishing suc- her hand with a low club to the ace by alcohol withdrawal. So far. so good.
cesses.
and played her last two trumps, This is a tinily standard situation.
Take this deal where Sylvia got hoping a miracle ofsome sort would
Sudden cessation of heavy drinking
to four spades. West led the K-A and save her from her earlier inadvert- can cause seizures. this is the reason
that alcohol is considered addictive.
another diamond, which Sylvia ence.
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
ruffed. When she next cashed the
Sylvia did not have long to wait The body becomes dependent on it.
ace of spades, Westshowed out,cre- for her deliverance.On the last trump When the alcoholic. stops drinking
)t)0 KNo‘NTHAT WONDERFUL_
ating a problem that Sylvia solved lead, West found it impossible to without medical supervision and preRELAXED FEELING you HAVE
easily by leading a heart to the ace, discard successfully,and Sylvia once scription drugs t(i assist detoxificayOU COME HOME
returning a trump,and finessing the again chalked up a sensational tri- tion). seizures can result.
FRDM Pt HoLIDAy,Jove?
At that point. the doctor placed her
jack.
umph as a result of her miscue.
on anti conuulsant medication.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
blood tests have
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DEAR ABBY. "Irritated in ()Jai. column lh
-paper pur
family eft,
Calif." was bothered Ify• the fact that
- Lind learns
ti iii I ti
her husband has kept love letters
ps
publish You
it.t‘e
from a previous girlfriend ti pr more
I.- ii. n times,
!.110
li.c‘t•
oi 1
than 12 years and through three
t %.oir te,iders
moves.
It %% .1 - ii
iii. I OW death ut my
I've kept a previous boyfriend's
iti.it ....IX% the letter
love letters for 23 years :Ind .you
1111c 27)-‘ear-olti
through seven moves. My husband
11 .
heir
has never asked me to dispose of
1.1.1.1oL: ih.• "Al illing signs of
them. and I wouldn't toss them
.11.usi, p.it tiler Alter seeing
even if he asked me to. These letNo.1/1 0..1111111i .4114i tc...,
..2.,m/nag that
ters. along with other assorted
bet
od
s.'ts• %%Aiming )"II
keepsakes, help me define ho I am
1114•111 1441it'd.
tell 111111 .11111 SI:Milli
now, based in part on who I've been
.1 Ilt•V1itt
in the past. The letters are nothing
1 14010. I 0.% 'sit 4.11 1 beautiful 19more than a record of a girl who
gi.irold.iii:tliter ha() seen
loved
an
be
!oie
and
was able to
that list
hell) king N% all a
important concept to someone who
1.41l1
111.ill
1..1
14,11
1111111111s
felt unloved by her bandy.
.X111140114/1 i14.1 1.4riiilA didn't amolove
abilmy
affirm
In my mind. they
tried to dissuade her
ity to have a loving relationship
Iroin I ii
il loin thex in.ole an
with my husband. Please encourage
ellt,rt t,i I1•(
hint
ii iii ‘t 4..141)111U
-Irritated" not to stop at simply
ill 111 Illtd. the
V.4.01111.111.1
telling her husband how she feels
Ii p'-,
41.101.4100•0
about the letters and then waning
.1.1ter
1..111'1.1d:irk na-.I.
‘ quarfir him to "toss them out" Tell her
rel. in\
-eparated
to take the time to explore with him
from the
wan and returned
the reason he has kept those letters.
140 h4.1• 1.111011 .
0
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Tea years ago
Calloway County High School
Math Team composed of Darin
Loftis, James Daniels, Martha
Grimes and Anisha Frizzell finished second in regional competition at Sweet 16 Academic Showcase at Lexington.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray
State University, has been named
to a one-year term on Financial
Aid Advisory Panel for Southern
Region of The College Board.
Jean Suzanne Pitman, Leah
Janee Sims and Debbie Stubblefield, all of Murray, are among
19 semi-finalists for. the 1986
Miss Murray State University
Scholarship Pageant April 12.
Births reported include a boy
to Landa and Charles Elizondo,
March 21.
Twenty years ago
Grace Baptist Church on South
Ninth Street Extended is no in
the process of a building program. Construction of an addition
to the sanctuary and classrooms
was started March 1, according to
the Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor.
Twenty persons from congregations of local Churches of
Christ are pictured as they left
early March 27 for a week's mission trip to Trindad and Tobago
in West Indies.
'Mrs. A.W. Simmons Jr. and
Mrs. Charles Hoke are cochairmen of the Charity Ball to
be held at Murray Country Club
on June 5 to raise money for
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
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1 Concorde
2 Irrational fear
3 Des Moines
St.
4 Wares
(abbr.)
5 Word
expressing
clumsiness
6 Minnesota —
5

ill

7 Hung loosely
8 Chemical
suffix
9 Olympian
Spitz
10 — est
11 Insh — (dog)
14 Paris subway
17 — file
20 Antelopes

1111119

ill"
14

IMI

MiPME
'94 Ca.

iii

11

fil

ii

I7

23
19
24

PEANUTS

BOOK WON
FIRST_ PLACE..

THE TEACHER

I DIDN'T COLOR

ENTERED YOUR
PICTURES IN THE

ANq PICTURE5!!
I KEEP TELLING
THEM THAT!

IN
WHAT? COLORING CONTEST
AND YOU WON!

4:•"'-'4014!
1

4
1,
(
1111.4.0.-

3-28

e

HESS YOUR N(I CAN'T
DOG, CHARLIE
STAND
BROWN..
IT..

Milli

27

WI

II II
id
111 ilNUd
bilid kil
in id II"
ill id id
il III
hil II IIIiiiiiim
II
Mil
111
Mild
II id
il
ill

'
'PlEY, I HEAR-yFIRST
YOUR COLORING PLACE

29

WI

hill

23 "This — it!"
24 Frequent
Spencer
Tracy film
co-star (inits.)
25 Small insect
27 Max Smart's
enemy
30 Treas. agt.
32 Word that
opens most
letters
35 Arab
chieftain's
domain
37 Airport
annoyance
38 Distance from
side to side
39 Sugar
confection
41 — Slaughter
43 Infuriate
44 12 mos.
46 Neon symbol
48 Avoid
51 Rochon of
'Waiting to
Exhale"
53 Baseball

stats
57 Legal matter
58 Printer's
measures

60 Mao— -Sing
62 Myself
64 Eastwood ID

Subsequent
shown a
sub-optimal level ol Dilantin in her
system. You do not indicate that she
has had additional seizures.
Therefore. I conclude that she did,
indeed. experience a single convulsive
episode, probably related to alcohol. lf
she doesn't drink, she won't have any
more seizures
This is where the picture becomes
less clear. Most doctors would have
stopped the medication after a few
months. obtained a brain wave test Ito
check for epilepsy.. an -inherited
seizure disorder' and monitored your
wife's health. If she remained seizurefree for a year. the majority of Alotor
Vehicle Departments would re • issue
her license, providing that she
remained abstinent and the doctor
confirmed that she was no longer a
threat on the road
I'm confused why she is still on
medication. Conversely. I do not
understand why, while taking therapy.
her Dilantin blood levels were not
taken more seriously. It would he customary to increase the dose of the
drug until a therapeutic level were
obtained_ The doctor can't have it
both ways: either he would discontinue treatment or make sure that she
receives an appropriate amount. If
she doesn't need the Dilantin (and I
doubt that, she does,. she shouldn't
have to take it the rest of her life.
In my view. she has two c
hp
t
oiheyessietan
I . Return to the treating
for clarification id the issues I raised
and a letter 10 the state authorities
allowing them to re license her.
Seek a consultation with a neurolItgist
or. if Iter treating doctor is
such a specialist, a second neurologist. The new doctor should be able to
sort things out and get your wife's
license back.
At present. your. wife is in limbo.
This isn't fair. The situation should be
resolved.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report_ "Epilepsy: The Falling
Sickness." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill Station.
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Court jury list released

. Deaths
Louis V. Mangrum
Louis V. Mangrum, 69, South 10th St., Mayfield, died Wednesday.
March 27, 1996, at 10:37 a.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
An attorney at law, he received his doctor of law degree at the University of Chicago. He was a member of Graves County Bar Association, Kentucky Bar Association, Illinois Bar Association, Kiwanis
Club, and American Legion.
Born Dec. 19, 1926, in Calloway County, he was the son of Elizabeth Mangrum Hendrick and the late Varon Mangum. One sister,
Mrs. Leona Carrico, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Mangrum Hendrick,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Glenda Archer, Mayfield; three brothers,
Frank Mangrum, Lexington, James Mangrum, Des Plaines, Ill% and
Curtis Mangrum, Lombard, Ill.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Joseph Carrico will officiate. Members of
Graves County Bar Association will serve as honorary pallbearers.
Burial will follow in Trinity Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Estelle Outland Johnson
Services for Mrs. Estelle Outland Johnson will be Saturday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Wayne
Carter will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p:m. Friday.
is
Mrs. Johnson, 91, Orange Park, Fla., formerly of Murray, died
/ Tuesday, March 26, 1996, at 1:10 p.m. at Holly Point Manor, Orange
Park. She was a member of Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
Her husband, James W. Johnson, died in 1978. Six brothers, Colie,
Wavel, Joe, Kelly, William and D.V. Outland, also preceded her in
death. Born Sept. 20, 1904, at Brandon's Mill in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the late Rev. Ed Outland and Sula Underwood
Outland.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ann Wall and husband, Joe,
Jacksonville, Fla.; two grandsons, David Linger and Richard Wall;
one great-grandson, Brian; two brothers, H.E. Outland and wife, Dell,
and L.E. Outland and wife, Mary, both of Murray; two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Mignon Outland, Murray, and Mrs. Ruth Outland, Georgia.

Mrs. Muriel Peeler Ellison
The funeral for Mrs. Muriel Peeler Ellison will be Friday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev.
Joe Walker and the Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Burial will
follow in Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Mrs. Ellison, 70, Rt. 2, Murray, died Tuesday, March 26, 1996, at 7
p.m. at her home.
Her husband, J.L. Ellison, died in 1974. One sister, Mrs. Edna
Louise Bates, also preceded her in death. Born Feb. 6, 1926, at Paducah, she was the daughter of the late John Peeler and Pearl Hill Peeler
O'Bryan. She was a merniirof Temple Hill United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Clara Fay Patterson and
husband, Bud, East Bend, N.C.; one stepson, Gary Ellison and wife,
Dianne, Yadkinsville, N.C.; two sisters, Mrs. Gracie Edwards and husband, Toy, Benton, and Mrs. Mozell Noel, Florida; five stepgrandchildren; seven stepgreat-grandchildren; two nieces; two nephews; one
great-nephew.

The following people are to
report for jury duty in the Calloway District Court on Thursday.
April 4 at 9 a.m. in the Miller
Courthouse Annex, 201 S. 4th
Street, Murray. They are:
Susan Michelle Allen, Susie Frances
Allen, Jonathan Drew Armstrong, Nathan
Craig Arnold. Stephen Uoyd Bairn, Jan;
Marie Barnett, Dolores Irene Askew,
James Lee Barney. Pamela Ann Barrow,
Charles Ray Bazzell, Pamela Joy Boyd,
Lea Ann Brandon, Jennifer Brewer, Kenneth T. Brown, Oleta Elkins Burkeen,
Marline Collie Butler, Gary Wayne Camden, Mary B. Cathey, Mitzi Susan Cathay,
George C. Childs, Cynthia J. Clark, Pauline M. Cooper, Dorothy Ann Daniels,

Scott A. Deshields, Nathan Dee Dodd,
Gerald Hayes Duncan, Cecil Dunn, Elizabeth Schneider Durbin. John Bryant
Evans, Cindy Fanner, Jill Traci Fisher,
Kimberly Dawn Foutch, Hope Elaine
Fowkes, Chester Lee Fox, Sylvia Delle
Frazier and Angelis Fry.
Patricia Elizabeth Gat', Michael D. Geiger, Joyce Ann Gordon. Margorie Jackson
Grady. Thomas Greiler, Ellen Faye Haggard, Gary Hale, Shelia Haley, Donna
Paulenc Hall, Tammy Bowden Hall, William Edward Hamilton, Barbara Lynn
Heathe, Wanda Jean Henry, Betty J. Higgins, James T. Hill, Gudrun Saki& Hofer,
David Michael Holt, Jacquelyn Renee
Hombuckle, Bob C. Horton, Linda F.
Howes, Carolyn Jean Hudson, Debby
Dudley Hulsey, Jack Lavern Johnson, III,
Jill Delene Johnson, Rhonda A. Jones,

Post Office will be
open for later hours
on April 13 and 15
With the deadline for filing
income tax returns rapidly
approaching, the Murray Post
Office is bracing for the annual
onslaught of last-minute tax
filers.
"April 15 falls on a Monday
this year," said Murray Postmaster Mark Kennedy. "Since Mondays are always busy around
here, we expect things to get
pretty interesting around the
middle of the afternoon. That's
when you can count on all roads
leading to the post office. Since
we're predicting heavy taxrelated traffic in the vicinity of
the main post office again this
year, in addition to the congestion associated with the Chestnut
Street Widening Project, we've
taken an extra step or two to alleviate some of that congestion."
The Murray Post Office will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on Saturday, April 13 and from
8:45 a.m. to midnight on Monday, April 15.
"Any tax forms deposited at
the main office on Chestnut
Street prior to midnight on April

15 will be postmarked properly to
ensure Calloway County customers meet IRS deadlines," Kennedy said.
"This certainly can be a hectic
time," Kennedy said, "and in the
hustle and bustle of completing
and signing forms, it's easy to
overlook the simple things. Our
customers are encouraged to take
advantage of our expanded office
hours to have their returns or
extentions weighed to ensure
proper postage is paid — the IRS
will not accept short-paid mail."
Kennedy went on to say that
customers will be able to certify
their returns, obtain certificates
of mailing as proof they were
mailed and obtain some tax forms
right up to the midnight deadline.
"We hope our customers will
make note of these extended
hours and make an effort to ease
the congestion normally associated with the tax deadline,"
Kennedy said. "We intend to do
all we can to cut down on some
of the hassle and anxiety and provide as much assistance to our
customers as we can," he said.
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Ronnie Lac Kimbro, Tara Kaye Kirk,
Becky Dowdy Lamb. Kathie= Lamb,
Mary Irene Leary, Sue Leaman, and
Angela Renee Litchfield.
Jason S. McCormick. Robert Louis
McPhail, Bradley S. Mills, Blithe Harold
Mohundro, Tony Wayne Moore, James
Kenneth Morgan. John Howard Morgan,
Johnna M. Nance, Bertha Bernice Newell.
Jennifer Lynn On, Leon On, Suzanne
Jean Oswald, Janice Owen, Ekie Loraine
Parker, Amy Graham Pendley, Phyllis
Ann Perkins, Judith Dumstraf Pierce,
Muller Quinlan, M. Mane, Lubie Elbert
Roberts, Martha Erasmo Rodriguez,
Delmus Andrew Rogers. Dennis Franklikn
Rogers, Joel Craig Rogers, Janice Faye
Rose, Robert Allen Rowland and Darrell
C. Russell.
Robert John Schuttler, Laura Shelley,
Helen Ruth Simser, Quinton Shane Singleton, Melanie Ann Smith, Richard Roy
Smith, Margaret Elizabeth Snyder, Jerry
Pat Stark, Jennifer Lynn Stewart, John
Thomas Suggs, Deborah Kathleen Summers, Zola Ann Sykes, Shashi K. Tendon,
Leslie F. Tanner, Jr., Linda Sue Thornton,
Grover Walter Tibbens, Jr., Ella Van Tidwell, Oma Lou Tidwell, Anna Louise
Todd, Jeff Ronald Turley, Helen Doris
Uzzle, Christopher Jay Waldridge, Judith
Ann Walker, Kathryn Marie Walls, Alison
Mane Ward, Viola Clark Ward, Margene
Doris Watson, Roszella Mae Williams
and Patricia May Winchester.

OPEN

Hong

Sat., March 30 • 2-4 p.m.
Host: Ed Graves

94 East
(5 miles from Murray)
Country charm meets the 21st century in this
totally renovated & updated farm house. The
outside charm is exceeded by the significant
& custom built interior. 3 BD, 2 baths,
detached 2 car garage with shop, central heat
& air,3,100 sq. ft. under roof. 2.8 acres.

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

MURRAY PRESCHOOL Parent Group had an International potluck
recently at Peoples Bank of Murray. Entertainment was by the Murray
State University Cheerleaders. Many businesses donated food for the
event. Present were staff, parents, students and friends.
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Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

4

unc
LG&
Mattel
McDonalds -.-.--...._.....491/s • 1/4
- 1/4
Merck
J.C. Penney.....---.-...491/s • 1/2
Peoples FIrst*--.-. 229211 231/2A
Quaker Oats.....-...........34 1/s
Schering-Plough..._.—...577/s • Vs
• 9s
- 3/4
- 1/3
Time
Wal-Mart...-...................231/2 • 1/s

Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Court

Available
Upon Request

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Int esfmenf Is You.

Tired ofthrowing
your weight around?
Fxercke

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

'Pop

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Toyota of Murray
PARTS & SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
will be closed for

Annual Inventory

_1
.S3$.00-44.00
00

Covered?

Friday, March 29th at 12 Noon
Parts & Service Department will re-open
Monday, April 1st at 7:00 a.m.

Don't wait until an *a"tkaident to
find out that you're not totally
covered. Bee me today about
your auto policy.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet • Geo
Toyota of Murray
Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-2617

p

6.

Ashley Ross • 753-0489 • Ross Insurance

f

..•••••

•

Sat., March 30 1-4 p.m.
Hostess: Barbara Barnett

t.

Dow Joon led. Avg..M114.114 22.44
DJIA Previous Close.......3626J$
3
4 1/4
Air Prodects_--.......53/
• 1/4
A T&
• 1/2
Bell South
Briggs & Strattos..--- 42/4 - 3/e
3
4 • 1/4
Brktol Myers Squibb-14/
CBT Corp. Ky.11.-.--.2.21/411 23A
Ckrysler--.---.-.-...-621/e - 3/4
Dean Foods...........243/4 no trade
- 1h
I.
Ford Motor.....-..._..._.--34
General Electric .............781/1 • 1/4
General Motors...--_._531h - 1/s
1/4
Goodyear—...---...--- 51 • 'h
3
4
I B M...--.-.-.--.-...1121/6 /
Ingersoll Rand--.-._-...4094 • sh
1/e
K U Energy......-.-.-... 281/4 - 1/s

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

--4bk

OPEN HOUSE

t

Ghg

.1.111 Hirt IL. Lyons ec • Illeffeset WYSE sne SIC

COO
TIRES

SUBSCRIBE

Hwy. 94 E, left on 783
approx. 1 mile,
house on right.
• Large Rooms/Walk in
Closets
• 4 BR, 2.5 BA
• 2 Acres, Gazebo & Hot Tub
• Hardwood & Ceramic Tile
Flooring

Price

Open Mon -Fn 7-5; Sat 7-Noon

Ftneral rites for John Charles Vickrey were today at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dan Leslie officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was organist and soloist. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Vickrey, 85, Marietta, Ga., died Sunday, March 24, 19%, at 2
a.m. at Prominia Kemmestone, Marietta.

US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
US 2-3 300-500
Boars S24.00-24.58

Company

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

John Charles Vickrey

Federal Slate Market News Service March 28, 1996
Kentucky Purchase Area flog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 100 Est 100 Barrows &
Gib .25 lower Sows steady 1.04 lower
S44.25.46.75
US 1-3 238-240 lbs.
S42.25-45.25
US 1.3 215.234 lbs.-$45.25.44.25
US 3-4 268-284 lbs.
S34.25-3$1.25
US 1.2 200-215 lb•
Sows
531.04-32.00
US 1.2 270.354 lbs.
532.00-33.00
US 1.3 308-450 lbs.
$3210-33.00
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.

Prices as ol 9 AM

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

Graveside services for Hiram B. Smith will be today at 2 p.m. at
Mt. Olive Cemetery. They were postponed Wednesday because of a
sudden illness of his wife, Mrs. Lucille (Mitzi) Smith. The Rev. Lawson Williamson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Clay Smith, Keith Todd, Kerry Todd, Richard
Treas, Randy Treas and Bob Smith. Friends may call at Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. •
Mr. Smith, 62, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Monday morning, March 25,
19%, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

HOG MARKET

Stock Market
Report

'Hillard Lyons is•market maker in this
stock.
UNC • once uncharged

Hiram B. Smith
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